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ABSTRACT

Interpretations of SeaMARC II side-scan sonar, analog

single-channel seismic reflection and 3.5 kHz profiles

across the intersection of the Nazca plate with the Peru

Chile trench in the Nazca Ridge and Arica Bight-Iquique

areas were used to describe the geomorphology and topography

of these two sections of the Nazca-South America plate

convergence.

In the Nazca Ridge area, the entry of the aseismic

Nazca Ridge into the southern Peru trench causes the uplift

of the overriding continental margin. The uplift of the

continental margin is indicated by a) shoaling of the trench

axis, b) tilting of the slope terraces, c) raised marine

terraces, d) deflection of submarine channels and onshore

rivers, and e) an uplifted marine forearc basin. Th~

similarity of morphologic features between the uplifted

region of the continental margin and the Nazca Ridge

suggests that the extent of uplifted region of the conti

nental margin is controlled by the geometry of the sub

ducting Nazca Ridge.

In the Arica Bight-Iquique area, the subduction of the

more highly faulted trough-like relief of the Nazca plate

under the continental margin is interpreted to have resulted

in the subsidence of this section of the overriding
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continental margin. The subsidence of the continental margin

in this section of the convergence is demonstrated by a)

deepening of the curved trench, b) depression of the slope

terraces and forearc basin, c) subsidence of the upper slope

ridge and platform, d) formation of the offshore and onshore

semi-centripetal drainage pattern. and e) landward

retreating of the coastal cliff.

The mechanism for the uplift of the overriding

continental margin in the Nazca Ridge area is due to the

gravity isostatic buoyancy difference between the less

dense, thicker crust of the subducted Nazca Ridge and its

adjacent, denser oceanic crusts. Conversely, the subsidence

of the overriding continental margin in the Arica Bight

lquique area may have resulted from the isostatic sinking of

the denser crust of the subducted, trough-like structure of

the oceanic plate.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The geomorphology and topography of the South American

continental margin are generally complex and diverse. As a

whole, subduction of the Nazca plate beneath the South

American continent is believed to be the main geological

process which created the basic geomorphology and topography

of the south American convergence margin, including

development of the Peru-Chile Trench, Andes volcanic arc,

and forearc basins.

Locally, the subduction of oceanic lithosphere with

strong relief or strucotural fabric, such as a seamount, a

fracture zone, or an aseismic ridge, is expected to produce

superimposing morphotectonic effects on the continental

margin. For example, the Nazca Ridge, a 1,100-km-Iong

northeast-striking aseismic linear ridge that intersects the

Peru-Chile Trench is noted as a remarkable subducting

feature, which influences the structures and volcanic

activities of the Peru-Chile margin (Vogt et aI, 1976; Nur

and Ben-Avraham, 1981). Moreover, Hussong and others (1988),

during their study of Lima Basin, suspected that when a

large feature, such as the Nazca Ridge, is subducted beneath

the continental margin, regional uplift and tectonic erosion

of the leading edge of the overriding plate may occur.
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However, Johnson and Ness (1981), after a single channel

seismic survey, conc'luded that. the! sl1h~ucting Nazca Ridge

seems to have very little effect upon the morphology and

shallow structures of the Peru margin.

Another example is that the curved shape of the Peru

Chile Trench and coastline around the offshore of the Arica

Bight was thought by Frank (1968) to be the result of the

'rupture-balI-effect'. This hypothesis emphasizes the

affects of the subsidence of the Pacific oceanic crust on

the morpho-structure of the surrounding continental margins.

Strobach (1973) applied this model to explain the occurrence

of the curved trench off the Arica Bight mainly based on the

seismic activities of the subduction zone along the Peru

Chile margin.

Obviously, the hypotheses of uplift and tectonic

erosion about the southern Peru margin, and the 'rupture

ball-effect' theory about the curvature of the Peru-Chile

margin need to be tested, as does the conclusion suggested

by Johnson and Ness which was based on a single-channel

seismic survey. The Johnson and Ness study conclusions are

debatable because of the wide-spacing (about 45 km) of the

single-channel tracks which ~as probably not at an

appropriate scale to reveal the structural and geomor

phologic features superimposed on the Peru-Chile continental

margin.
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Similarly, the wide-spacing of profile lines in past

marine geophysical surleys of the Peru-Chile margin blocked

the identification of the meso to minor-scale features of

the topography of the margin. The commonly 50-km-wide

shiptrack surveys were not just simply to miss the meso

minor submarine geomorphic features located between the

shiptracks, but also to affect the recognition of the large

features crossing several profiles, such as huge slides,

long scarps, and channels.

Also, the lack of visual lateral continuity in past

marine geophysical surveys prevented geologists from

determining detailed structural and morphological features,

specially the accuracy extension of the features. For

instance, due to the lack of visual lateral continuity, it

is very difficu~t to determine whether or not the geomorphic

and structural features observed in one profile connect to

features found in the other profiles.

But now, with side-scan sonar imaging of the seafloor,

we can recognize linear features on the seafloor, such as

faults and non-linear features such as channels with

dimensions in the order of 100m or more. The SeaMARC II (Sea

Mapping And Remote Characterization), on which this study

depends, produces an acoustic equivalent of an aerial

photograph of the seafloor accompanied by a high resolution

bathymetric map in the survey area.
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During the R/V Moana Wave 8709 cruise, a SeaMARC II

survey covered approximately 16,000 km2 in the Nazca Ridge

area and 32,000 km2 in the Arica Bight-Iquique area. The

survey revealed detailed morphotectonic and geomorphologic

information not previously available. In addition, the 3.5

~~z and seismic reflection profile lines at approximately

10km-spacing also provided more detail on the shallow

structure of the two study areas. Besides the SeaMARC II

survey, a geologic investigation along the southern coast of

Peru was conducted to examine the relation between offshore

and onshore geomorphology.

The general purpose of this study is to: 1) map and

describe the geomorphic and topographic features of th~

southern Peru and northern Chile continental margin; 2)

relate these features to geological processes; 3) infer the

origin of the geomorphology and topography in the region.

This study only focuses on two areas of the southern

Peru and northern Chile margin (Fig.1). The first area is of

the Nazca Ridge-Peru Trench Junction, which is bounded by

longitudes 75 0 15'W and 77 0 5'W, and latitudes 14 0 40'5 and

16 0 12'5. This area is considered as one of the best places

in the world to study the effect of a sUbducting ridge on

the continental margin. A particular objective was to focus

on three questions: 1) Was uplift produced in the margin ?

if so, 2) What is the extent of uplift? and 3) How far

landward of the margin does the uplift of the subducted
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Nazca Ridge extend? The second area is the Arica Bight

lquique area which is bounded by longitudes 700 18'W and 720

54'W, and latitudes 170 25'S and 200 S. The Arica Bight

lquique area is considered an excellent area for studying

the effect of the subducting Nazca plate on a curved trench

forearc system. The objectives of the study of this area

were to define the tectonic and morphologic features of both

the Nazca plate and adjoining landward continental slope of

the southern Peru-northern Chile margin, and to examine the

relationship of the margin morphology to the subduction

process.

The geomorphology and topography of convergent

continental margins reflect the time-integrated effects of

the geological processes of tectonics, sedimentation,

volcanism, and erosion. They are important indicators of

recent tectonic movement and give clues to uplift, erosion,

deposition and fault activity. The origin of the main

geomorphic and topographic features on the convergent margin

are directly or indirectly associated with the subduction of

oceanic plate beneath the overriding continental plate. A

better understanding of geomorphic impact of the subducting

oceanic plate on the overriding continental margin may allow

comparison between the modern geomorphology of the

convergent margin and the paleo-geomorphology in the ancient

subduction zone, and perhaps to predict the future dynamics

of active margins.
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The details of this study are presented and discussed

in the following order: Chapter I is an introduction of the

dissertation, followed in Chapter II by a summary of

geologic background and previous works; Chapter III

describes the data base used in this study, which include

SeaMARC II, 3.5 kHz, shipboard analog seismic reflection,

gravity, oore samples, and coastal investigation; the

interpretation and description of the data base from the

Nazca plate to the coastal region in the Nazca Ridge and

Arica Bight areas are presented in Chapter IV; Chapter V

discusses the observed evidence of the geomorphic impact of

the Nazca plate on the southern Peru and northern Chile

continental margin; finally, the conclusions and

recommendations for the future work are briefly summarized

in Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND

Geologic and Tectonic setting

Boillot (1978) described the western margin of South

America as an active 'cordillera-type' margin which includes

the range of various suhmarine morphotectonic features found

in the active margin. The Nazca and South American plates

converge at a rate of 10 to 11 cm/yr with an orientation of

N80oE, nearly perpendicular to the strike of the Peru-Chile

continental margin (Chase, 1978).

As Figure 1 shows, the Nazca plate is bounded by the

East Pacific Rise on the west, the Galapagos Rift on the

north, the Chile Rise on the south and the Peru-Chile Trench

on the east respectively. The aseismic Sala Y Gomez-Nazca

Ridge is situated in the center of the Nazca plate. The East

Pacific Rise and Galapagos Rift are active spreading centers

where newly formed oceanic crust moves away from the

spreading center to the east and south respectively. The

Chile Rise, an active spreading center, is now being

subducted into the Peru-Chile Trench (Herron and others,

1991). The Peru-Chile Trench represents a collision boundary

between the Nazca plate and the South American plate.

According to Thornburg and Kulm (1981), the Peru-Chile

trench axis can be longitudinally divided into five
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provinces based on the distinctive changes in trench depth

and sediment thickness (Fig.2B). The distinctive changes in

depth and sediment thickness along the trench axis may be

related to the regional morphology of the subducting Nazca

plate.

The subduction of the Nazca plate under the western

margin of the South America plate probably began as early as

middle Mesozoic (James, 1971). Strong linear structural and

volcanic arc belts, that dominate the western part of the

South America continent, were recognized as the products of

the Nazca plate subducted under the south America plate. A

simplified map of the geologic and physiographic provinces

of the South America plate, around the study area, is shown

in Figure 2A. These provinces from the coast to inland

include the (1) Coastal area, (2) Western Cordillera, (3)

Altiplano, (4) Eastern Cordillera, (5) Subandean hills, (6)

Amazonian lowlands, and (7) Brazilian shield. The morpho

structural features are longitudinally oriented subparallel

to the Peru=Chile Trench. However, the roughly east-west

trending pisco deflection, located near 130 30' S introduces

a latitudi~al segmentation in the central Andes. North of

the Pisco deflection to about 70 Slat the mean trend of the

Andes is N 35° W. South of the pisco deflection to the

Arica-santa Cruz line at about 180 S, the trend is N 50° W,

but south of the Arica-Santa Cruz line the trend changes to

north-south. Other changes also occur across the pisco
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deflection. North of the pisco deflection the coastal basins

developed primarily in the offshore and the coastal

Cordillera may submerge beneath the offshore as an outer

shelf high (OSH) (Thornburg and Kulm, 1981). South of the

deflection, the coastal Cord.illera is a horst that lies west

of the coastal basins.

The Western Cordillera is a high mountain range and

mainly composed of intrusive and extrusive rocks. The

intrusive and extrusive activities of the Andes moved inland

farther from the present trench by approximately the same

distance along the Andes. Stauder (1973) related the

intrusive and extrusive activities to tectonics and

suggested that the width of the zone of volcanic activity

are determined by the degree of the dipping angle of the

Benioff zone.

The geological history of the central Andes can be

divided into pre-Andes and Andes periods with the transition

taking place in Permian to early Triassic time (Megard,

1987). The pre-Andes period is represented by geosyncline

tectonics from Ordovician to Permian time whereas the Andes

period, probably from early Triassic to Cenozoic, marked the

formation of a magmatic arc related to the subduction of the

Nazca plate beneath the South American plate. The exposed

stratigraphic units distributed subparallel to the coastline

on the western edge of the South American continent range

from: a, Precambrian high grade gneiss and green-schist;
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b) Paleozoic-Mesozoic sedimentarJ and igneous rocks; to c)

Cenozoic intrusive and extrusive rocks (Fig.3). A noticeable

feature of the remarkable Cenozoic volcanic belt along the

western edge of the South American continent is that there

are at least three gaps blanking the longitudinal volcanic

belt. Nur and Ben-Avraham (1981) related these volcanic gaps

to the subducted ridges sweeping migration southward with

respect to the South America continental margin.

The geomorphology and topography of the western South

American continental margin have been significantly affected

by the arid weather condition since the formation of Andes.

A weather record in coastal Arica shows that an average

annual rainfall is less than 0.1 inch (Sonia and Tomas,

1980). It is not surprising therefore that most of the

coastal areas from southern Peru to northern Chile consists

of wind eroded landforms and desert, and large terrestrial

rivers are lacking.

The Nazca Ridge is one of the remarkable features of

the Nazca plate (Fig.1). It is a 1,100 km long i nor.theast

striking aseismic linear ridge that intersects the Peru

Chile Trench. The average depth of the Ridge is between

2,000 and 3,000m and it rises 1,500m above the surrounding

sea floor. In general, the southwestern end of the Ridge is

shallower than the northeastern end. A seismic reflection

profile (Fig.4 A) shows that the Ridge has a relatively flat

crest resulting from a 200-400m thick sedimentary cover on
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the underlying irregular oceanic basement. The sediments on

the crest of the Ridge are at least three times thicker than

the sedimentary cover on the surrounding areas. This may be

explained by the hypothesis that the Ridge was once above

the CCO line.

The axial morphologic features of the Ridge are

controlled by the larger basement relief which is in turn

caused by the block faulting (Fig.4 B). The cross-section of

the Ridge, however, shows that the relatively flat crest of

the Ridge is confined to the areas between volcanic and

basement stn!ctural highs (Fig.4).
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Previous Work

The early geophysical surveys of the South American

continental margin began in the 1950s. Large scale multi

disciplinary geological and geophysical surveys however were

not carried out until the beginning of the Nazca Plate

Project in the 1970s. In the following summary, the previous

work in both offshore and onshore regions of southern Peru

nothern Chile is summarized

In the early 1960s, Fisher (1962) described the

topography and structures of the Peru-Chile trench based on

5400 miles of echo-sounding profiles. On the basis of a

geophysical survey of the Peru-Chile trench, Hayes (1966)

described the trench between 80 and 320 S as a sediment-free

province. However, Prince and Kulm (1975) found nearly

continuous fill of the trench axis from 60 5'S to as far as

10 0 S. Farther south, at 190 Slat, a sediment pond in the

trench was detected by Coulbourn and Moberly (1977).

According to Scholl and others (1968, 1970), seismic

reflection profiling across the central Chile trench shows

little evidence of deformation in the trench deposits. In

contrast, Ewing and others (1969) suggested that the chaotic

reflection hyperbolas at the base of the continental slope

actually represent anticlines or deformed trench sediments.

In addition, Kulm and others (1973) also found that deformed

trench sediments and an uplifted tholeiitic basalt ridge are
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developed in the axis of the Peru-Chile Trench from 70 25'

to 70 50' S and from SO 30' to 90 30' S respectively.

The accretionary model proposed by Seely and others

(1974) for convergent margins suggested that tectonic shor

tening along imbricate thrusts generates upward movement by

continuous underplating of the margin with thrust sheets.

Coulbourn and ~oberly (1977) and Coulbourn (1981) also pro

posed a model of imbricate thrusting to explain the culmina

tions and depressions of the surface along the inner trench

wall of the Peru-Chile Trench. They did not deter-mine,

however, if the thrusting was caused as proposed by Seely or

by the gravitional advance of thrust sheets due to loading

nearshore (e.g. Elliot, 1976). Based on seismic re-fraction

data, Hussong and Wipperman (1981) suggested that the

western edge of the continent of south America near 11 0 30'

S is undergoing tectonic erosion by the subduction of the

Nazca lithosphere plate. The tectonic erosion and subduction

of the continental rocks predominate over any accretion of

oceanic sediment or crust to the Peru margin. In contrast,

Johnson and Ness (1981), after studying the shallow struc

tures of the Peruvian margin between 130 and 17 0 S, applied

the imbricate thrust model of Seely (1974) and the internal

flow model of Cowam (1978) to explain the development of the

southern Peruvian Margin. According to the numerous bathyme

tric profiles, Thornberg and Kulm (1980) identified two
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prominent structural morphologic features, the outer shelf

high (OSH) and the upper-slope ridge (USR), in the Peru

Margin. Moreover, Schweller and others (1981) described four

basic morphologic units across the Peru-Chile margin: the

trench axis, the seaward trench slope, the outer bathymetric

high and the continental slope. In addition, they subdivided

the trench into five major morphotectonic provinces based on

the distinct changes in trench depth, axial sediment

thickness, oceanic plate fault structures, and dip of the

seaward trench slope. Prior to the Ocean Drilling Program in

the Peruvian margin, Hussong and others (1985) carried out a

SeaMARC II survey in the Yaquina and Lima basins. These

first SeaMARC II surveys of the South America convergent

margin provided a wealth of de1:ail on both morphology and

structure of the edge of the Nazca plate to the upper slope

of the Peruvian margin. The ODP leg 112 conducted by Suess

and others (1988) in the Yaquina and Lima basins of the

Peruvian Margin revealed that the crust is of continental

affinity and extends to the lower slope area, thus

indicating that large-scale SUbsidence of the Peru

continental margin occurred during the Miocene. Suess and

others suggested that the subduction of the Nazca Ridge

corresponds in time to a change from tectonic erosion to

accretion at the front of the margin.

In a plan view, a cusp of the trench and adjacent

coastline characterizes the southern Peru-northern Chile
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r:\rgin. The point of maximum curvature is roughly located

offshore of Arica Bight. Vogt (1973) and Vogt and others

(1976) proposed that the cusp along island arcs are

generated by the collision of aseismic ridges against

trenches. The mechanism requires that when a massive segment

of an aseismic ridge enters a trench, the positive buoyancy

from its volcanic pile resists subduction, and the trench

migrates continentward to form a cusp. This model however

does not explain the bend at the Peru-Chile border at Arica,

a cusp without a ridge, or the Nazca Ridge to the north, a

ridge without a cusp. On the other hand, based on two

dimensional projections of foci, Rodriguez and others (1976)

applied the 'rupture-ball-effect' theory, developed by Frank

(1968) and by Van Der Held (1969) and reviewed by Strobach

(1973), to explain the curve at Arica. Moreover, Yamaoka and

Fukao (1987) suggested a buckling mechanism which treats the

island arcs as a spherical shell, buckled where the

spherical lithosphere is bent inward at a subduction zone.

These models would explain the geometry of the Peru Trench,

but not the nearly linear trend of the Chile Trench.

The onshore geology of southern Peru and northern Chile

is described by Mclaughlin (1924), Cobbing and others (1977,

1978), and Palmayrac and others (1980). In a geological map

(Fig.3), the Precambrian coastal batholith is nearly

continuously exposed along the coast from Punta de Azma to

Punta de Bombon in southern Peru, there it disappears near
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the Peru-Chile border. The Precambrian coastal batholith

outcrops in segments of coastal Peru-Chiie and that pattern

is perhaps related to vertical crustal movements caused by

the Nazca lithosphere subducting into the continental margin

(Myers, 1975). Igneous activity and the distribution of

igneous rocks in southern Peru and northern Chile have been

studied by stauder (1975), Getts (1975), and Kelleher

(1976). Stauder (1975) proposed that the width of the

magmatic belts are related to the dip of the Benioff zone,

and the igneous activity through geological time is

characterized by a stabilized igneous loci in northern

Chile. Rutland (1971) suggested that the periodic eastward

movement of plutonism and volcanism in the Andes ~s due to

the loss of continental crust in the subducting process,

which may influence the distribution of the igneous rocks in

the Peru-Chile margin.

In 1980, the Institute of Geological Investigation of

Chile pUblished the results of geologic mapping at scales of

1 : 50:000 and 1 : 300,000 and research from Arica to

Iquique in northern Chile.

To assess the potential of offshore petroleum in

northern Chile the National Petroleum Company (ENAP) carried

out a seismic survey offshore the Arica Bight area in 1983.

Recently, the Peruvian Geological Institute has finished

geological mapping (1 : 100,000 scale) along the centra1

southern Peru Coast.
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The previous and recent works mentioned above provide a

great deal of information about the geomorphology of the

southern Peru-northern Chile continental margin, and have

also yielded insight into the relationship between the

geomorphology and tectonic process of the subducting Nazca

plate under the South American continent. However, there are

still some debatable suggestions remained and some

hypotheses also need to be tested.
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CHAPTER III

THE DATA BASE

This study is mainly based on data obtained from the

R/V Moana Wave (Hawaii Institute of Geophysics) 8709 cruise

of August and September 1987. The data include SeaMARC II

imagery, bathymetry, single-channel seismic reflection, 3.5

kHz profiles, and gravity and core samples. In addition,

data collected by the Lamont Doherty Geological

Observatory(LDGO), NOAA, Oregon State University (OSU),

Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SIO), and Peruvian

Geological Survey and Chile Petroleum Company were used as

supplemental data. Furthermore, selected coastal

geomoL~hologic investigations in southern Peru were carried

out during September-October of 1988. In the following

chapter, the data base used in this stUdy is described.

SeaMARC II image data

SeaMARC II is a 12-kHz, towed sonar array that produces

a long-range, side-scanning image while simultaneously

measuring bathymetric depths within the ensonified swath.

Bathymetric depths are determined by measuring phase

difference of acoustic arrivals on a pair of transducer

arrays on each side of the tow vehicle; 16,000 such
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phase-difference measurements are made per ping per side.

The system typically is towed at speeds of about 7kt at a

depth of about 100 m and can map in any ocean depth. A more

complete description can be found in Blackinton and others

(1983) and Hussong and Fryer (1983).

For the site-selection surveys, the SeaMARC II was set

to produce an acoustic back-scatter image that was a

constant 10 km wide and that measured bathymetry in a swath

at least three times as wide as the water depth. These back

scatter magnitude data are displayed with stronger returns

represented by dark shades of gray. Thus, such low back

scatt~r regions as sediments are very light gray, while

strong returns from such reflectors as outcropping rock are

represented by dark areas (Hussong and others, 1988).

The shiptrack lines of R/V Moana Wave 8709 SeaMARC II

survey are at 45 degrees to the regional bathymetry, and

spaced at 9 km. Navigation is controlled by satellite,

LORAN-C, and the overlap of the side-scan data to provide an

absolute position accuracy of better than 150m. Three

separate mosaic maps of SeaMARC II images were obtained

during the cruise, and each of them is a resembled parallel,

slightly overlapping swaths across the survey area. The

first mosaic map covers part of the outer trench slope and

the inner trench slope, along the intersection of the Nazca

Ridge with the Peru Trench. The second map lies over part of

the outer trench slope and the lower-upper slope off Arica
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Bight in southern Peru-northern Chile. The third one covers

a narrow area in the offshore of Iquique. northern Chile

(Fig.5).

The processing and preparation of a mosaic of the

SeaMARC II side-scan data were first performed during the

cruise. This on board processing side-scan mosaic was used

as a guide for defining bottom sampling areas. Following the

cruise the final side-scan mosaic used in this study was

reprocessed. The works of reprocessing side-scan image

include corrections for problems associated with navigation,

beam pattern, and system gain changes. For the side-scan

image obtained from the Nazca Ridge survey area, a gain

normalized method was used to reprocess the image.

The bathymetric data were also reprocessed to correct

for errors and to reduce artifacts. Since the width of a

swath of SeaMARC II bathymetry is determined by the water

depth, the width covered by each bathymetric swath in most

of the upper slope of the survey areas, where the water

depths range from 1500m to 400m, is less than 10 km. As a

result, there are data gaps between the swaths on the upper

slope of the survey areas. Therefore, bathymetry in the

datum-gap areas has to be extrapolated. Furthermore, in

order to reduce the processed artifact on the bathymetry,

contours were smoothed by hand from computer-generated plots

at intervals of 100m in the survey areas.

In addition, the supplementary bathymetric data
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Figure 5. Shiptracks of R!V Moana Wave 87-09 cruise within
the study areas. The northern part is the Nazca
Ridge survey area, the southern part is the Arica
Bight-lquique area. Short bars marked at coastal
pisco, Lomitas and San Juan are the locations of
coastal geological ihvestigation sections.
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obtained from LOGO, NOAA, 05U, and SIO combined with the

bath~metric data of R/V Moana Wave 87-09 cruise were plotted

on the same map (16 inch per degree). The supplementary

data, obtained from previous surveys, was used to fill

between the bathymetry gaps of the upper slope and

shoreline, and part of the outer trench slope of the

southern Peru-northern Chile con'tinental margin (Fig.6).

seismic reflection, 3.5 kHz and Gravity Data

Seismic reflection data obtained from R/V Moana Wave

8709 cruise are being used by Rick Hagen, another cruise

participants, in his dissertation records. The shipboard

analog seismic reflection records and 3.5 kHz profiles were

used during the cruise to examine the subbottom structures

with respect to the distribution of morphologic and

sedimentary units.

Gravity measurements were obtained throughout the

survey areas during the R/V Moana Wave 8709 cruise. The

free-air gravity anomaly in the study area is calculated by

using the International gravity anomaly formulation and is

plotted on a map at a scale of 16 inch per degree. The free

air gravity anomaly was also incorporated with the SeaMARC

II image mosaic and seismic data to constrain the

morphologic and structural features of both surface and

subsurface of the seafloor in the study area.
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Seafloor Samples

In order to a) determine the nature of sediments on the

Peru-Chile continental margin, b) the patterns of sediment

transport, and c) understand the meaning of SeaMARC II image

and seismic reflection profiles, a sampling program was

carried out within the Arica Bight area. Core samples used

in this study were used by cruise participants to determine

the relationship between sediment transport and the

submarine morphology. Figure 7 shows the locations of

samples within the study area. Table 1 describes the

location, water depth, length and type of the samples.

Descriptions of core sediments and rocks were made on board

by Coulbourn and others.

Coastal Geomorphologic investigation in southern Peru

In order to test the hypothesis that the subduction of

the Nazca Ridge, at the Peruvian continental margin, may

cause uplift of the areas from the landward wall of the

trench to the coast, a limited coastal geomorphologic

investigation was conducted by the author from September 15

to 30, 1988. Three main geomorphologic areas were chosen for

the field study along the southern Peruvian coast (Fig.5).

The first section is the coastal pisco area located within

the east part of the pisco basin which was described as an

uplifted forearc basin by Machare and others (1986). The

coastal pisco section was chosen for study as it is
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TABLE 1.

Core locations and depths for MW87-09. FFC - free tall core
PC - piston core
RO - rock dredge
PO - pipe dredge

STATION CORE LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH LENGTH
S W m em

SOUTH Ar~QUIPA BASIN

1 FFCl 18 15.3 71 58.0 2390 67
FFC2 18 14.1. 71 55.3 2465 66
FFC3 18 12.5 71 50.6 1657 43
FFC4 18 n.9 71 46.9 1615 78

2 PCl 17 59.9 71 48.1 980 87

3 PC2 17 59.3 71 47.5 955 NO SAMPLE
PC3 18 00.4 71 47.2 960 BAG OF SAMPLE

4 PC4 17 59.5 71 42.1 1060 193

5 FFC5 18 03.3 71 26.3 1070 36
FFC6 18 04.0 71 27.5 1150 LOST
FFC7 18 03.4 71 28.2 1045 14
FFC8 18 04.0 71 29.2 1055 LOST
FFC9 18 03.4 71 31.2 1160 104
FFC10 18 03.4 71 32.6 1180 LOST

6 FFCll 17 41.l 72 22.9 2045 LOST
FFCl2 17 41.1 72 30.0 2695 71
FFCl3 17 41.2 72 34.6 3265 96

7 FFC14 17 41.0 72 22.7 2045 72
FFCl5 17 40.9 72 16.8 1625 LOST
FFClS 17 40.9 72 l6.0 1635 16

8 RDl 17 51.2 72 00.1 1840 2 kg

9 RD2 18 01.8 71 54.5 2040 400 kg
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(cont. )

STATION CORE LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH LENGTH
S W I'll em

SEAWARD SLOPE OF ARICA BASIN

16 FFC29 18 53.3 71 30.4 3300 LOST
FFC30 18 53.3 71 27.7 3730 85
FFC31 18 53.3 71 26.3 2880 101
FFC32 18 53.2 71. 23.9 2750 95

17 FFC33 18 48.8 7J. 33.2 3545 5
FFC34 18 48.9 7J. 30.1 3430 83
FFC35 18 48.9 71. 28.8 3210 87

18 PC5 18 44.1 7J. 28.0 NO SAMPLE
PC6 18 44.1 71. 28.0 3290 127

19 PC7 18 43.8 7J. 33.6 . 3265 109

20 FFC36 18 34.0 .... 39.5 2535 73, ...
FFC37 18 33.9 7J. 36.3 2405 87
FFC38 18 34.4 7J. 34.2 2670 82
FFC39 18 34.5 71. 31.5 2625 LOST

21. FFC40 18 29.4 7J. 39.3 2540 93
FFC4J. 18 29.5 71 37.8 2505 92

22 FFC42 18 48.4 7J. 54.0 4980 91
FFC43 18 48.5 7J. 51.5 4810 93

23 pcs 18 49.5 7J. 40.6 3925 109

NAZCA RIDGE

26 RD4 15 50.8 75 49.0 4925 1.0 grams
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( Cant. )

STATION CORE LAUTODE LONGITUDE DEPTH LENGTH
S W m em

10 RD3 1.7 59.3 71 49.5 1045
1.7 58.6 71 49.2 1.01.5 1.00 kg

11. FFC1.7 1.7 50.0 71 44.8 805 50
FFC18 1.7 50.0 71 42.7 770 55
FFC19 1.7 50.0 71 40.9 750 49
FFC20 1.7 50.0 71 39.6 725 64

12 PD1. 1.8 19.6 71 34.5 2000 30. kg
18 17.5 ·71 35.2 1600

13 PD2 1.8 19.9 71 35.6 1925 3 kg rock
1.8 18.5 71 34.8 1725 +40 kg mud

14 FFC21. 1.8 14.9 71 26.6 1320 96
FFC22 1.8 14.9 71 23.6 1250 36
FFC23 1.8 14.9 71 21..0 11.95 63
FFC24 1.8 14.9 71 19.2 11.30 44

15 FFC25 1.8 00.5 71 23.0 940 32
FFC26 1.7 59.6 71 22.9 920 63
FFC27 1.7 57.5 71 23.1. 850 58
FFC28 1.7 56.7 71 23.2 825 68

24 FFC44 1.8 14.1. 71 03.8 645 45
FFC45 1.8 14.2 71 06.1. 660 35
FFC46 1.8 14.3 71 07.7 605 9
FFC47 18 14.2 71 08.6 550 LOST

25 FFC48 18 12.0 71 16.1. 1078 39
FFC49 18 10.0 71 16.5 1045 37
FFCSO 18 08.3 71. 16.5 1.052 87
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considered to have been little influenced by the subduction

of the Nazca Ridge. Because the NE trending Nazca Ridge

nearly perpendicularly intersects the NW trending Peruvian

trench. with the Nazca plate in a direction of N810E is

being subducted under the trench, the Nazca Ridge would

sweep southeastward. As a result, under the coastal Pisco

area the subducted Nazca Ridge has passed away. Therefore,

sUbsidence occurring in this area would be expected. The

second section is at Lomitas, located further south of

coastal Pisco. This area is exactly opposite the center of

the Nazca Ridge. If subduction of the Nazca Ridge is

uplifting the continental margin of southern Peru, the

coastal Lomitas area should be most strongly influenced. The

third section is San Juan, situated south of Lamitas. The

coastal San Juan area is located opposite the southern flank

of the Nazca Ridge. If the geometry of the sUbducting Nazca

Ridge controls the extent of the uplift of the continental

margin, the San Juan area would be expected to have been

less effected by the subducting Nazca Ridge than the coastal

Lomitas area. In each of the investigation areas,

geomorphologic sections and maps were made and pictures of

the morphologic features were taken for the study.
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CHAPTER IV

INTERPRETATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS

Based on its tectonic and physiographic characteri

stics, the Peru-Chile continental margin in the Nazca Ridge

and the Arica Bight-Iquique survey areas can generally be

divided into six morpho-tectonic provinces: (1) Nazca plate;

(2) Trench axis; (3) Lower slope; (4) Middle slope; (5)

Upper slope and continental shelf; (6) and Coastal region.

The SeaMARC II image mosaic and bathymetric maps obtained

from the Nazca Ridge and Arica Bight-Iquique survey areas

cover the submarine geomorphic provinces from the edge of

the Nazca plate landward to the upper continental slope and

shelf in these two portions of the Peru-Chile continental

margin respectively. In this study, distinguishing submarine

geomorphic provinces and sub-morphostrucural features within

these provinces is mainly based on a combination of SeaMARC

II imagery, bathymetry, 3.5 kHz, and unprocessed analog

single-channel seismic data. A detailed interpretation of

the SeaMARC II side-scan images was made by using the

techniques for interpretation of side-scan image as

described by Trabant (1984) and Mazel (1985), with the aid

of 3.5 kHz profile and the seafloor sample data. Before

interpreting the side-scan images, however, it is necessary

to discuss some principles and techniques of side-scan
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sonar, which were used to interpret the side-scan image

mosaics in this study.

The principle of side-scan sonar for detecting sea

bottom features is very simple. An acoustic pulse is

transmitted and the return signal is recorded as a function

of time. The strength of the returned signal is a function

of both bottom roughness (backscatter) and slope (specular

reflection). According to Malakhov (1978) and Flemming and

others (1982), however there are a number of random factors

involved to affect obtaining a sonar image of the sea bottom

surface. such factors include: fluctuation in the reflected

signals stemming from the scattering properties of the

surface of the sea bottom and the water medium; wave motion

of the sea; and so on. In addition, the strength of the

returned signal is also determined by the relationship of

surface roughness to the side-scan looking direction and

looking angle. For a more comprehensive discussion of the

relationship of the surface roughness to the side-scan

looking direction and looking angle, see Bartlett (1987) and

Sabins (1978).

The backscatter and specular surface are the two end

members of the reflection surface of the side-scan sonar.

The backscatter surface usually associated with rough

seafloor creates a strong signal return. This is because as

the side-scan sonar signal encounters the rough seafloor,

the energy is reflected in all directions with some back to
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the receiver. As a result, this directed back energy in the

image is printed as black or dark gray. In contrast, the

specular surface commonly related to the smooth seafloor

creates little or no energy return, because most of the

energy is reflected away from the receiver. Therefore, the

specular surface is printed as light gray in the side-scan

image. Between the two end-members, the intermediate

roughness surfaces which may be divided into two subtle

surfaces, printed as medium gray and light-medium gray in

the side-scan image, because the surface reflects a portion

of the incident energy and diffusely scatters a portion of

the energy back to the receiver. Obviously, the various gray

tones printed on the side-scan image, which result from the

different amount of received energy, represent the different

physical properties of the seabed or different roughness of

the sea bottom surface. Therefore, the various gray tones of

the side-scan image are considered as the signatures of the

corresponding geomorphic and structural features on the

seafloor.

The gray tones of the side-scan images obtained from

the survey areas can be grouped into four categories: 1)

park gray-black; 2) Medium gray; 3) Medium-light gray; 4)

Light gray-white. Each category may represent a certain

degree of roughness of the seafloor (Fig.a). The charac

teristics of each category of the side-scan image and the
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Figure· 8. Diagram showing SeaMARC II mapping geometry,
coverage of a side-scan image swath, and the
relationship of energy return intensity to
surface roughness of the seafloor. After
Hussong and Fryer (1983).
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relationship of these categories to the surface roughness of

the seafloor are described below:

The dark gray-black image: this image generally represents

backscattering surfaces or seabed features, such as undersea

volcanos, scarps, deep cut channels and gully erosion

slopes, outcrops and so on.

A further distinguishing of seafloor features with the

similar dark gray-black color in the scan-scan image is

based on their distinctive geometry. For instance, undersea

volcanos and scarps, the latter usually caused by seafloor

faulting, are easily distinguished from each other. Undersea

volcanic features are usually round or elongated in shape,

in contrast, fault-related scarps are linear features.

In figure 9, a comparison of side-scan images with 3.5

kHz profile and seafloor samples data shows the relationship

of some typical side-scan images to the roughness of the sea

bottom surface. The smooth floor of a sediment-filled canyon

is printed as a shade of light gray in side-scan image

despite its sand component. In contrast, the two canyon

walls are both displayed as the shades of dark gray in the

side-scan image, due to their rough surface features which

are caused by the intensive gully erosion.

The outcrops usually are recognized by their blotchy

shapes of dark gray in side-scan image. outcrops of some

sedimentary strata outcrops can be identified by their
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Figure 9. A comparison of SeaMARC II images with 3.5 kHz
and free-fall core samples shows the effect of
the seafloor features and types of the sediments
to the character of the side-scan images. For
location see Figure 7.
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interbeded character. For example, a comparison of two

dredged samples from Arica Bight survey area may be used to

confirm the interpretation of this kind seafloor feature.

The rock dredge No.2 (RD2) located at about 180 S, 710 54' W

was dredged in a seafloor area which is imaged as blotchy

outlines of dark color in SeaMARC II image mosaic, and the

bulk of 400 kg of rocks retrieved was nearly all dark-green

mudstone and only a few specimens of sandstone. Both

mudstones and sandstones are completely lithified, and most

of them show relative sharp shape with some fresh broken and

weathering surfaces, which indicates that they were in situ

outcrops (Fig. 10, RD2). RD3 located about 10 km landward of

RD2 was dredged from an area which is imaged as interbeds of

dark gray and light gray in the side-scan image. The 100 kg

of rocks retrieved are completely lithified sandstones (40%)

and mudstones (60%) , which suggests that the outcrops are the

interbeded strata of sandstone and mudstone beds. The

mudstones, due to their physical property of weak anti

weathering, were easier to be eroded than the sandstone,

forming shallow and narrow troughs filled with sediments. On

the contrary, the sandstone beds with a relatively stronger

anti-weathering property formed a series of small ridges.

These small ridges are intercalated with the lineament

sediment-filled troughs to create the intercalated shades of

light and dark gray in the side-scan image (Fig.10, RD3).
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Figure 10. SeaMARC II image mosaic shows geomorphologic

features and structures in the western Arequipa

basin in Arica Bight survey area. Note Dredge

2 and Dredge 3 are sampled on sea floor imaged

as the shade of dark to dark gray. The rocks

retrieved are dark green mudstones and sand

stones with weathered surfaces, which indicate

the dark areas are outcrops of the sea floor.

Point A is a turbidite pond with specular or

smooth surface. Point B is the acoustic shadow

areas of steep canyon wall. Point C, a sand

wave area, shows a shade of medium gray to dark

gray. For location see Figure 13.
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Not all the shades of black or dark gray printed on the

SeaMARC II image indicate a rough seafloor surface. As

mentioned above, the amount of energy return from the

seafloor, which is in turn printed as various tones of gray

in a side-scan image, is determined by not only the surface

roughness of the seafloor, but also by the looking direction

and looking angle of the side-scan sonar. For instance, a

smooth seafloor under the near range of the swath can

produce a strong energy return due to the wider looking

angle at the near range. As a reSUlt, a shade of dark gray

may be printed in the side-scan image.

Additionally, some smooth or slightly undulating

surfaces of the seafloor may cause strong energy return due

to the roughness of their subbottom surfaces, because a

portion of the 12 kHz side-scan sonar may penetrate the

seafloor sediments and reach to the subbottom surfaces

through sediments several meter thick. Three Free-fall cores

retrieved from the overbank areas of a canyon in the south

Arequipa Basin (Fig.11) may support the speculation of the

affect of the morpho-structural nature of the subbottom

surfaces on the energy return of the side-scan sonar. As

figure 11 shows, the surficial structures of the subbottom

surfaces in FFC 34, 35, 38 sediment cores are characterized

by the rough, eroded surfaces or biocisturbed features

between the interfaces of the layers. If a portion of the

side-scan sonar penetrates the seafloor into these rough
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Figure II. A comparison of SeaMARC II images with3.5 kHz
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ship between the side-scan image characters and
the sea floor features. For locations see Figure
7.
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subbottom surfaces, a strong energy return is probably

produced by the rough subbottom surfaces. Therefore, the

slightly undulating surface of the overbank area, which is

supposed to create a weak energy return, becomes a strong

energy return area because of the roughness of subbottom

surfaces. As a result, it is printed as a shade of dark gray

in the side-scan images (Fig.ll).

The medium gray image: the medium gray image usually

represents the intermediate rough surface of the seafloor.

Rough basement with a thin veneer of sedimentary cover,

shallow cut canyon floor and eroded old turbidites may be

printed as this gray tone. In addition, slightly eroded

gentle slope, slump and slide features, and steep side of

the huge sand dunes may also be printed as this medium gray

signature on the side-scan image (Fig.ll C).

The medium-light gray image: the medium-light gray image is

related to the intermediate-specular surface of the

seafloor, such as flat crest of the seamounts, oceanic

basement covered by pelagic sediments and so on.

The light gray-white image: the light gray image is related

to the specular surface of the seafloor, such as smooth

slope, flat canyon floor and terraces, and turbidite ponds

(Fig.l0 A, Fig.ll FFC 36, 37, and 33). Not all light shades
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of gray displayed on the SeaMARC II image however represent

smooth seafloor. In some circumstances, a rough surface

target located in the far range of the swath may be printed

as light gray due to smaller looking angle of the side-scan

sonar. Besides, the light gray, or even white, can be

created by an acoustic shadow effect. For instance, a

seamount front facing the looking direction of the side-scan

has a strong return because of its orientation with respect

to the ship's track. The seamount also blocks the

transmitted sonar, from the seaflocr in the back side of the

seamount to the looking direction of the sonar, and as a

result there will be no return from that portion of the

seafloor. The resulting white gray signature on the side

scan image is called an acoustic shadow (Fig.s). This

acoustic shadow effect can be seen in many places within the

stUdy areas. For example, in the southern Arequipa Basin

part of the steep submarine canyon walls shows white gray in

the side-scan image because of the acoustic shadow effect on

the canyon walls (Fig.10 B).

By using the techniques mentioned above, with the aid of

3.5 kHz and seismic reflection data, three separated SeaMARC

II mosaics from the Nazca Ridge, Arica Bight and Iquique

survey areas were interpreted into submarine geomorphic

maps. Each submarine geomorphic map is accompanied by a

contour map created by a combination of SeaMARC II

bathymetry, side-scan image and 3.5 kHz data. Because the
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Arica Bight and Iquique survey areas are being adjacent,

they are combined into one area, the Arica Bight-Iquique

area, for ease of description. In this Chapter, first the

Nazca Ridge then the Arica Bight survey areas will be

described.
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Nazca Ridge Survey Area

In the Nazca Ridge survey area, the SeaMARC II image

mosaic covers the intersection of the southern flank of the

Nazca Ridge with the Peru Trench. This area includes five

submarine geomorphic provinces: 1) the western edge of the

Nazca plate: 2) the trench axis: 3) the lower slope: 4) the

middle slope: 5) part of the upper slope and continental

shelf (Fig 12). The description of each geomorphic province

is given, in order from the oceanic Nazca plate to the

continental slope and shelf and finally, to an added coastal

region.

Nazca Plate

The major morpho-structural features mapped on the

Nazca plate are: a) a series of scarps which trend

approximately N 400-500 W, SUbparallel to the strike of the

Trench: b) normal fault-related horsts and grabens and

terraces; c) volcanic seamounts in the southwest edge of the

Nazca Ridge.

a) As figure 13 shows, the scarps on the oceanic floor

appear as dark lineaments in the SeaMARC II image mosaic:

especially when the scarp face is oriented facing the

shiptrack. Individual scarps extend continuously from

several kilometers to more than 50 km. From the seismic

reflection profiles the scarps are identified as relative

steeper planes of normal faults which often cut through both
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Figure 12. Schematic diagram of the Nazca Ridge survey area
showing the distribution of distinctive morpho
structural provinces.
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PLate 1. SeaMARC II bathymetry of the Nazca Ridge

survey area. The bathymetry depicts volcanic

features in the Nazca plate, a continuously

extending lower slope terrace and a major

channel system in the slope of the Peru margin.

Figure 13. SeaMARC II side-scan mosaic of Nazca Ridge

survey area.
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hemipelagic sedimentary cover and the underlying acoustic

basement (Fig.5). The strike of these faults is generally

N40o-50oW (Fig.13, 14). A limited number of fault-related

scarps, oriented N450E, are also found in some places. They

extend from only a few to ten kilometers and usually offset

the dominant N40o-50oW fault set at approximately right

angles. Hilde and Sharman (1978) interpreted the normal

faults parallel to the trench as a normal feature of trench

tectonics. They originate near the outer topographic high

due to tensional stresses in the upper part of the

subducting plate as it bends into the subduction zone.

However, near the edge of Nazca Ridge, particularly in the

southern portion of the edge, the normal faults appear to be

more common in an area of 20-30km seaward of the trench. It

can be seen that the spacing of the normal faults sharply

decreases seaward beyond that area (Fig.14).

As the faults cut through both sedimentary cover and

basement in the descending Nazca plate, a series of faulted

blocks are developed, forming terraces and horst-graben

topography.

b) The terraces related to normal faulting are easily

identified in both SeaMARC II image mosaic and seismic

reflection profiles. In the SeaMARC II image mosaic, the

terraces occur parallel to the strike of the trench, but

locally they are disrupted by large seamounts or cut by

faults. Seismic reflection profiles (Fig.4) show the
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Figure 14. Interpretive diagram of Nazca Ridge

survey area based on the features

identified in the SeaMARC II side

scan mosaic.

Legend explanation: (1) Nazca plate:

(2) Volcanic seamount: (3) TT~n~~ fill:

(4) Subduction complex: (5) Young turbidite

or other deposits: (6) Older turbidite or

other deposits: (7) outcrops or outcrop

covering very thin sediments: (8) Faults:

(9) Channels: (10) Scarps or slumps.

NP(Nazca plate), TA(trench axis),

LS(lowerslope), MS(middle slope),

US(upper slope), CS (continental shelf).

~~-~----~~-----------~---- --------
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terraces to be composed of a 300-400 m thick sedimentary

cover over an irregular acoustic basement. The surfaces of

the terraces slightly dip toward the trench and form a step

like feature.

The strikes of the horst and graben structures are

generally subparallel to the trench. They are not always

parallel to each other, where they pinch out or are

disrupted by undersea volcanos.

The formation of the horst and graben seems to be

related with the vertical displacement of the oceanic

basement faults. The vertical displacement on individual

faults appears to increase near the trench. Vertical

displacement of fault scarps ranges from 100-200m in an area

about 30 km away from the trench to 200-400m in an area near

the trench axis. This change in vertical displacement may

explain why horst-graben topographic features tend to be

formed near the trench axis (Fig.15).

c) Several small isolated volcanos and a large volcanic

chain occurring in the southern part of the Nazca Ridge are

the third most prominent morphologic features in the Nazca

Ridge survey area (Fig.13, 14). These features are being

studied by Rick Hagen.

In short, the geomorphology and topography of the

eastern edge of the Nazca plate are characterized by a

series of intensive fault-related scarps, horst-garbens,

terraces, and volcanic features. The marked increase in the
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2

Figure 15. Seismic reflection profile 2 across the trench
showing an approximate 200m thick sedimentary
cover on the acoustic basement of the Nazca
Ridge. Note only hemipelagic sediments are
evident in the trench axis and a graben formed
by a pair of normal faults approaches the
Trench. For location see Figure 6.
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number of normal fault-related scarps, parallel to the

trench, within a distance of 20-30 km of the trench,

strongly suggests that tensional stress, caused by bending

of the Nazca plate, occurred in this area as the Nazca

plate approached the trench.

As these geomorphologic and topographic features on the

Nazca plate are subducted beneath the front of the Peru

margin, they may influence the trench shape, sediment

distribution within the trench, or even the morphology of

the continental slope of the Peru margin.

Trench Axis

The Peru Trench in the survey area is shown as a

continuous linear feature trending about N450W with a

complex and discontinuous morphology. As Figure 14 shows,

the trench floor expands in some places where turbidites

filled sedimelit ponds are formed, whereas it pinches in

areas without turbidite fill. The widest area of trench

floor, about 3.5 km, is observed at about 150 7' Sand

marked by a closed contour of 5000 m. Turbidites accumulated

in this portion of the trench are probably associated with a

morphologic depression feature on the subducting Nazca

Ridge. Farther south, from about 15 0 38' to 15 0 41' S, a

2.5-3 km width of trench floor, at approximately the 5400 m

closed contour, occurs at the intersection of a seamount

chain and the Trench. Thick turbidites ponded in this
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section of the trench are related to the intersection of the

seamount chain with the trench. The intersection of the

seamount chain and the trench functioned as a dam to block

the trench turbidites being carried down from the north to

the south (Fig.16).

The axial morphology of the trench axis is

characterized by its slope southeastward at a gradient of

about 5 degree and its undulating surface of the seafloor in

the survey area (Fig.l? B). Comparing these topographic

features to the shape of the trench floor (Fig.l? A), we

found the width of the trench floor coincided with the

surface topography of the trench axis, e.g. where the trench

floor pinches out in a section of the trench, the topography

of the trench axis corresponds with a culmination or steep

slope feature, in contrast, where the trench floor expands,

the topography of the trench axis corresponds with a

depression or relatively flat feature (Fig.l?). This

phenomenon suggests that the accumulation of the trench fill

is probably associated with the topography of the trench

axis. The southeastward slope of the trench axis may direct

the trench fill transported from northwest to southeast

along the tench axis in the survey area.

There are two types of sediment fill in the trench

axis. One is hemipelagic sediments deposited on the oceanic

crust and subducted, with the oceanic crust, down to the

trench. The second is turbidite deposits which probably came
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Figure 16. (A) Axial profile along the trench, and (B)
bathymetric profile across the Nazca Ridge edge
showing the morphologic features of the two
different tectonic provinces. Note both features
have 1.5 km elevationcontrast with their adjacent
base of the seafloor and a similar large topogra
phic change in the correspondent place. The loca
tion of the two profiles are shown in the insert
figure.
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Nazca Ridge with Peru continental margin. Large
topographic changes occur where seamount chain
on the Nazca Ridge intersect the Peru margin.
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from the landward side of the trench through bottom

transporting and slumping, or are resettled from along

trench-transporting, etc. In some areas of the trench axis,

such as at the saddle area of the intersection of the Nazca

Ridge with the trench, there is little or no turbidite

deposition and only hemipelagic sediments are observed

(Fig.15). In most of the trench axis, both turbidite and

hemipelagic sediments are found with the turbidite sediments

always deposited on the hemipelagic trench fill. The

turbidites filling the trench floor are as thick as 200-300

m at the turbidite ponds of the trench. Most of the

turbidite ponds are essentially horizontal, as show in the

seismic profiles, but some appear to be gently tilted

seaward; in plan view like a small deposition fan. These

fan-like topographic feature of the trench floor may be

caused by slumping of unsolidified sediment.

The morphology and topography of the trench axis is

complex and diverse. They are, as a whole, marked by a

southeastward slant or northwestward shoaling of the trench

axis and a discontinuous trench floor. The morphology and

topography along the trench axis are accordant with either

general geometry or subtle morphostructural features of the

sUbducting Nazca Ridge. This suggests that the geomorphology

and sedimentation of the trench axis have been influenced by

the Nazca Ridge subducted beneath the trench.
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Lower slope

The lower slope rises from a depth of about SOOO m to

3300 m in the north, and from 6300 m to 4600m in the south.

The lower slope, morphologically, consists of an inner

trench wall and a slope terrace, occurring as a continuously

trending morphotectonic feature striking N4SoW (Fig.14).

The inner trench wall in the northwestern part of the

lower slope, rises from 4800 m to 3S00 m in a distance of

about 11 km; but in the southeastern part, the wall rises

from 6300 m to SOOO m in a distance of about S-7 km. As a

result, the northern part of the inner trench wall dips

seaward at a gradient of about So; while the southern part

dips at about 70 • In the SeaMARC II image mosaic, the inner

trench wall is generally marked by a continuous shade of

dark gray, which represents a rough and complex surface of

the seafloor. This rough and complex seafloor is

characterized by a series of sub-parallel, frequent,

laterally continuous dark gray lineaments intercalated with

narrow light gray areas in the SeaMARC II image mosaic (Fig.

13, 14, 18). These dark gray lineaments are interpreted as

structural ledges which are probably formed by the accretion

of the oceanic sediments and trench fill onto the front of

the lower slope as the Nazca plate is subducted under the

trench. The narrow discontinuous areas of light gray may

represent the small sedimentary ponds or thin veneers of

hemipelagic sediments. Besides these structural ledges and
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Figure 18. (A) SeaMARC II side-scan mosaic showing

trench, inner trench wall and lcwer slope

terrace near the saddle of intersection

of the Ridge with the trench. The inner

trench wall, a mixed subduction complex,

is characterized by a series of frequent

ledges parallel or sUbparallel to the

strike of the trench in the side-scan.

(B) An interpretive diagram of SeaMARC II

side-scan mosaic. For location and legend

see Figure 13 and 14.
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sedimentary veneers and ponds, some small scarps are also

found in the inner trench wall. These small scarps are

generally oriented parallel to the trench, but few of them

are oblique to the strike of the inner trench wall, and are

probably caused by the slumping of the inner trench wall.

Although there are many small sediment ponds on the

lower slope, no signs of canyons or debris flow channels

were found on the inner trench wall area. Therefore; the

source of sediments for the inner trench wall, at least in

the upper part of the wall, appears to be formed by

spilling-over of the ledges or transported through the

depression between the offset ledges in the inner trench

wall. Locally; there are some small fan-like sedimentary

deposits on the gently slanting benches of the lower slope.

These fan-like sediment veneers probably originated from the

gravity slumping of the inner trench wall.

Tectonically, the inner trench wall is represented an

accretion wedge. The accretion wedge is probably made up of

deformed and uplifted trench-filled sediments which formed

the very denser structural ledges on the lower slope.

Noticeably, the number of the ledges rapidly decreases

landward beyond the upper portion of the inner trench wall,

and they are almost absent beyond the trench-slope break.

This may imply that a) either the extent of deformation of

the accretionary complex decreases with the distance from

the trench or b) that the basement of the lower slope beyond
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the trench-slope break may be composed of different material

from the inner trench wall.

The external structures of the inner trench wall are

gravity produced slump-like features or normal fault-related

scarps. From the seismic reflection profiles, the internal

structures of the inner trench wall are chaotic features

with obscure landward dipping reflectors; indicating that

compressional stresses acted within the inner trench wall

(Fig.19).

Figure 20 shows that the trench-slope break or

structural high manifests itself along-strike, as a regional

topographic high rising 50-150 m above the lower slope

terrace. This regional topographic high functions as a dam

blocking the transport of much of the bottom-transported

sediments down to the inner trench wall. From figures 20 and

21, it can be seen that the depth of the trench-slope break,

from northwest to southeast, increases from 3800 m to 5200

m, in contrast, the bench or lower slope terrace decreases

in width from about 10 km to 4 km. The successive

southeastward deepening of the trench-slope break indicates

that the inner trench wall was southeastward tilted in the

Nazca Ridge survey area.

The lower slope terrace is perched above the inner

trench wall. In the SeaMARC II image mosaic, the lower slope

terrace is shown by the light gray shade, distinct from both

its seaward adjacent inner trench wall and the landward
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Figure 19. Seismic profiles 3, 5 and 9 across the trench

shows the morphologic features and shallow

structures of the edge of Nazca Ridge and

lower-upper slope of the Peruvian margin.

Note Thin sedimentary cover and erosional

feature in the middle slope terrace of the

profile 3 and the landward-tilted terrace in

the middle slope and a graben formed by the

block faulting in the upper slope of the

profile 5. For location see Figure 6.
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Figure 20. Seismic reflection profiles (3-14) across the
Peru trench showing an inclining trench-slope
break from northwest to southeast along the
trench axis. vertical scale shows two way travel
time in seconds. Numbers in parentheses indicate
vertical exaggeration. For locations of the pro
files see Figure 6.
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Figure 21. Bathymetric profiles across the Peru Trench from
140 50's to 160 slat showing morphologic fea
tures in the slope of the Peruvian margin. Ver
tical scale shows two way travel time in se
conds. Numbers at the left end of profiles
indicate vertical exaggeration. Note the lower
and middle slope terraces are both t:ilt2d from
northwest to southeast. For locations of the
profiles see Figure 6.
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adjacent middle slope. This light gray area on the SeaMARC

II image mosaic is interpreted as a relative smooth surface

of the sea floor which is mainly covered by a veneer of

sediments.

As a whole, the lower slope terrace parallel to the

trench strike, extends continuously throughout the Nazca

Ridge survey area. The width of the lower slope terrace

ranges from 6 to 10 km with a slight widening from south to

north (Fig.21). However, in some places, such as at

approximatly 15 0 38' S, the terrace narrows to 2-4 km in

width, which coincides with the depression of the trench

slope break. The depression of the trench-slope break is

probably caused by block faulting or slumping of the inner

trench wall. Interestingly, the depressions of the trench

slope break are accordant with concave features at the edge

of the subducting Nazca Ridge. Similar culminations of the

trench-slope break are located opposite the convex features

in the outer trench wall of the Nazca plate (Plate 1). These

features indicate that the morphology of the lower slope may

be affected by the structural and morphological features of

the subducting Nazca Ridge. Noticeably, the elevation of the

lower slope terrace decreases from northwest to southeast

along the trench axis, producing about an 80 southeastward

tilt of the lower slope terrace in the Nazca Ridge survey

area (Fig.21).
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Furthermore, from seismic reflection profiles, the

surface of the lower slope terrace, can be seen to dip

slightly landward and to be nearly covered by an undeformed

veneer of sediments (Fig.19, 20). The thickness of the

sedimentary cover on the terrace varies from 10 to about 100

meters. The source of supply of these sediments was probably

from the middle-upper slope area by means of bottom

transportion and channel transportation. Fewer channel

debris flows from the middle slope reach the lower slope

terrace, as they are terminated in the middle slope.

According to Rostu and Kulm (1980), the sediments recovered

within the lower slope terrace are dominated by sand-silt

turbidites (Fig.22).

Based on seismic reflection records the internal

structure of the lower slope terrace is interpreted to be

composed of two structural units, i.e. an acoustic basement

and a thin undeformed sedimentary cover. The interface of

the acoustic basement and sedimentary cover apparently dips

landward at a very gentle angle. The seaward onlap contact

of the sedimentary cover with the basement suggests that the

formation of the slope terrace may be associated with the

process of the subduction of the Nazca plate into the

continental margin. During the subduction of the Nazca

plate, the oceanic and trench sediments were continuously

scraped and piled up at the front of the continental margin,

and in turn resulted in an uplift and seaward migration of
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the trench-slope break, forming a gently landward tilting

basement. At the same time, turbidites from the middle and

upper slope filled up the landward basement depression.

In summary, the two major morphologic features of the

lower slope, the inner trench wall and the lower slope

terrace, both appear to be tilted southeastward, and

accordant with the geometry of the southern flank of the

sUbducting Nazca Ridge. Within the lower slope, subtle

morphologic features, such as culminations and depressions

of the slope-trench break or structural high may be related

with the corresponding features on the Nazca plate.

Middle slope

The middle slope extends from about 20 to 30 km

landward from the trench axis in water depths of 3000 to

2200 m in the north and 5500m to 3000m in the south. A

terrace and a steep terrace wall are recognized as two main

SUb-morphologic features of the middle slope (Fig.21, Plate

1) •

The terrace can be defined from seismic reflection

records, 3.5 kHz profilers, SeaMARC II images and

bathymetric map. The terrace trends parallel to the trench

axis and is approximate 20 km wide in the north and 10 km

wide in the south (Fig. 20, 21). In the SeaMARC II imagery

mosaic, the terrace is generally expressed by a narrow light
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gray area which is interpreted as a relatively flat sediment

covered area (Fig. 14). However, from the SeaMARC II

bathymetry, the relatively wide-spaced contours, which

indicate a relatively smooth surface on the terrace, are

offset at about 150 20'S in the vicinity of profile 7; and

southward for about 20 km the outcrop becomes much more

narrow-spaced. This indicates that the middle slope terrace

may be disrupted by block-slumping (Plate 1). Like the lower

slope terrace, the middle slope terrace also appears to be

tilted about 60 southeastward from its northwestern saddle

point to the southeast part of the survey area (Fig.21). As

the SeaMARC II image mosaic shows, most of the surface area

of the terrace is covered by sediments. These sediments

locally form small fans or ponds with sizes ranging from 10

100 square kilometer along the terrace (Fig.13, 14).

From seismic reflection and 3.5 kHz profiles, the

surface feature of the middle slope terrace can classified

into two types. One is an erosional surface feature which is

characterized by the locally eroded rough surfaces and a

lack of turbidite deposits. This type of surface feature is

usually an outcrop of exposed old sedimentary rocks covered

by a thin hemipelagic sediment (Fig.23) and distributed in

most of the northern and central part of the middle slope

terrace from profile 1 to profile 7. Other typical features

of the middle slope terrace are depositional surface

features. These features are expressed as relatively smooth
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Figure 23. 3.5 kHz profile 3 across the middle slope terrace
showing the morphostructural features of the ter
race. The undulated bottom echoes with no sub
bottom reflector echo-character is interprete~~s

an outcropping and erosional type of terrace. For
location see Figure 6.
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surfaces representing turbidite ponds or fans with several

horizontal sub-bottom reflectors in 3.5 kHz profiles

(Fig.24, 25). These small turbidite fans, developed at the

toe of the middle slope terrace wall, suggest that the

source of turbidite fans and ponds mainly comes from the

upper slope through the channels and gullies.

Like the lower slope terrace, the middle slope terrace

is also landward bounded by a relatively steeper slope,

called terrace wall. Over a distance of 10 km in the north,

the terrace wall rises from 3000m to 2200m, but in the

south, over a distance of 15 km, which indicates the wall is

steeper in the north than in the south. As a whole, the

terrace wall is an area of exposed older solidified

sediments, only locally covered by a veneer of unsolidified

sediments. The exposure of the older solidified sedimentary

rocks results from the oversteepening of the terrace wall

and the intensive erosion by channel turbidite-flow. The

unsolidified sedimentary veneers, locally distributed along

the terrace wall, are probably formed by the bottom

transport sediments which often are trapped on the surface

of slumps and slightly landward-tilting small terraces in

the middle slope terrace wall.

As shown in figure 13, there are many small gullies and

channels developed in the northeastern part of the middle

slope. In general, these gUllies and channels are very

small, mostly only several kilometers long, and seem to be
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Figure 24. 3.5 kHz profile 9 across the middle slope terrace
showing the depositional feature of the terrace.
The semi-prolonged bottom echoes with several
indistinct, discontinuous subbottoms in the land
ward side of the terrace is interpreted as tur
bidite deposits. Note the landward tilting base
ment of the terrace. For location see Figure 6.
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Figure 25. 3.5 kHz profile 11 across the middle slope ter
race showing depositional feature on the ter
race. The semi-prolonged bottom echoes with se
veral discontinuous subbottoms dipping seaward
in the toe of the terrace wall is interpreted as
turbidite fan deposits. For location see Fig. 6 .
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constrained within this part of the slope. However, there is

a main channel, at least 20 km long, draining in a N-S

direction from the upper slope down to the toe of the lower

slope terrace wall (Fig.13, 14). As a rule, the orientation

of these gullies and channels seems to be controlled by the

morphology of the middle slope. For example, in the most

northeast part of the middle slope which is located on the

opposite side of the Nazca Ridge crest, the middle slope

generally dips to the SW. As a result, the gullies all drain

in a NE-SW direction, or perpendicular to the regional

strike of the terrace wall. However, further south from 140

S to 150 Slat, opposite the southern flank of the Nazca

Ridge, the dip direction of the middle slope is deflected

from SW to SSW, in turn the channels and gullies are

developed in N-S direction. But further south, as dipping of

the middle slope returns to SW, the gUllies drain SW or

perpendicular to the regional strike of the terrace wall.

In short, the middle slope occupies an area almost the

same size as the lower slope (Fig.12), although the former

has a wider slope terrace -than the latter. The middle slope

terrace, like the lower slope teJrrace, seems to be tilted

southeastward in the Nazca Ridge survey area. However,

unlike the lower slope terrace, the middle slope terrace is

disrupted at about 150 20' SLat by intensive faulting. The

deflection of the sUbmarine channel and gUllies, in certain

areas of the middle slope, together with the phenomenon of
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the southeastward tilting of the middle slope terrace

indicate that the subduction of the Nazca Ridge may have had

significant influence on the middle slope of the Peru

margin.

As the SeaMARC II survey only covers part of the upper

slope, there is a data gap existing between the upper slope

and the shoreline. Therefore, it is very difficult to trace

the influence of the SUbducting Nazca Ridge on the

continental shelf area. As a result, the descriptions of the

upper slope and continental shelf only focus on their

relation to the middle slope and coastal region.

Upper slope and continental shelf

The upper slope rises from 1200m to 150m over a

distance of 15-20 km, in the south and over a distance of 50

km in the north (Fig.12, Plate 1). Most of the northern part

of the upper slope region is interpreted as an exposed

lithified sedimentary layer. These outcrops of lithified

sediments seem to be truncated by erosional processes along

the slope. This indicates that the upper slope might have

been uplifted after the deposition of these sedimentary

layers.

In the southern upper slope area, a sedimentary basin

more than 20 km wide and 100 km long occupies most of the

southern upper slope. Seismic reflection profiles reveal

that the thickness of the sedimentary cover within the basin
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is very thin. The maximum thickness of the sediments in the

margin of the basin is only about 80m. The relatively flat

surface of the basin is disrupted by a shallow debris-flow

channel system. From the bathymetric map, the northern and

southern borders of the basin are indicated by a pronounced

offset of the contours, which suggests that the small basin

was probably formed by a seaward block-faulting activity in

the upper slope area.

As shown in Figure 26, the slope-shelf break is defined

by the 300-400m contour lines in the northeast and about

200-300m in the southeast. As a whole, the slope-shelf break

extends parallel to the coastline along the margin. However,

in the southern area, the slope-shelf break lies more

landward than in the northern area, probably due to the

effect of the basement block-faulting and the accompanying

channel erosion. These channels probably are extensions of

the land rivers carry sedimentary flow and drain down to the

slope through the continental shelf. In the SeaMARC II

image mosaic, the slope-shelf break is expressed by a series

of slumps and heads of retrogressive channels and gUllies

(Fig. 13, 14). These geomorphologic features demonstrate the

slope-shelf break in the survey area is an active

morphologic boundary.

The continental shelf as opposed to the Nazca Ridge is

much narrower than its northern adjacent area. In the north

of the pisco Basin the continental shelf is about 80 km
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Figure 26. Offshore and onshore bathymetric map of the Nazca
Ridge area. Note the contours in the continental
shelf and slope-shelf break areas comform to the
shoreline. Interval of contour lines is 100m in
offshore and 200m in onshore. Onshore bathymetry
from Peru Geological Survey, 1985. Section A-A'
and B-B' strike the middle and lower slope ter
races respectively, section C-C' is across the
edge of Nazca Ridge.
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wide; in contrast, in the survey area, the shelf only ranges

from 10-20 km in width. within the northern portion of the

survey area, the continental shelf rises from 300m water

depth to the coastline in a distance of about 20 km, whereas

in the southern area there is a similar rise in about 10 km.

This means that the southern shelf is nearly twice as narrow

as the northern portion. The topography of the seafloor in

the shelf area is generally relatively smooth with the

exception of the southern area, which is relatively rough.

This may be attributed to the submarine channel erosion and

complex basement structures in the continental shelf in the

southern area. According to Johnson and Ness (1981), most of

the shelf area is covered by horizontal or slightly dipping

sediments with thickness ranging from tens to hundreds of

meters. In addition, couch and Whitsett (1981) in a gravity

survey found a small basin occurring near lat 150 S on the

continental shelf with 1 km thick sedimentary cover.

The coastline in the study area shows a general

conformation with the bathymetric features in the upper

slope and continental shelf areas (Fig.26). This may imply

that the submarine morphology of the upper slope area is

associated with the coastal geology and geomorphology.

In order to observe and interpret geomorphical features

in the Nazca Ridge survey area, three-dimensional contour

and mesh diagrams were constructed with the assistance of a

computer. SeaMARC II bathymetry data from a 1:185,000 scale
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map was digitized create a data base. This data base was

then processed by the SURFER IV software program to generate

three-dimensional graphic diagrams. Figure 27 and 28

illustrate these contour and mesh diagrams with different

view angles of the Nazca Ridge survey area. Figure 29 is the

geomorphical feature interpretation diagram derived from

Figures 27 and 28. The predominant geomorphical features

are:

a) the northwestward shoaling trench axis;

b) the inner trench wall with culminations

and depressions;

c) the two parallel slope terraces which

tilt southeastward from the saddle of

the intersection of the Nazca Ridge and

the Peru trench;

d) the crest of the Nazca Ridge;

e) the seamount chain in the southern flank

of the Nazca Ridge;

f) the series of fault-related scarps in the

Nazca plate.

The morphologic features on the Nazca plate generally

appear to be accordant with the corresponding features on

the overriding continental margin. For example: the

shallowest trench axis occurs where the crest of the Nazca

Ridge intersects the overriding continental front and the

seamount chain on the Nazca plate corresponds with the
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Figure 27. Three-dimensional contour diagrams showing the
topography of the Nazca Ridge area. Note that
the lower slope and middle slope terraces are
both tilted southeastward from the saddle of the
intersection of the Nazca Ridge and Peru Trench.
viewing angles of the diagrams are (upper) 3050

(below) 1300 , tilting angles are both 30 0 • Ver-
tical exaggeration is about 5.3. Contour Inter
val is 100m.
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Figure 28. 3-dimensional mesh graphic plotted from computer
digitized bathymetric map of the Nazca Ridge
area. The angle of view is 130°, angle of tilt is
350 and vertical exaggera-tion is about 5.3. The
distance across the block is about 150km.
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Figure 29. Block diagrams show the geomorpho-logical inter
pretation of the Nazca Ridge survey area based
on the 3-dimensional contour graphics. The upper
diagram looks towards 310 0 and the lower one
looks towards 1300 •
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culmination of the trench-slope break at the front of the

continental margin. The accordance in morphologic features

between the subducting Nazca plate and the front of the

overriding continent plate imply that there was significant

morphologic influence of the subducting Nazca Ridge on the

front of Peru continental margin. If this implication is

true, then, geological and geomorphic evidences related to

the subduction should also be observed on the landward part

of the coastal region of the Peru margin.

The coastal region

The geomorphology and topography of the onshore region

of the Peru margin are characterized by three prominent NW

trending morphostructural features (1) high mountain Range

which is part of the west Cordillera in Peru, (2) forearc

Lowland, (3) Coast Range (Fig.30).

The high mountain Range, originated by volcanism, is

exemplified by a 4500m high volcanic cone and calderas in

the northeastern portion of the region. The about 4000m

elevation contrast between the high mountain Range and

forearc lowland caused the formation of the highly dissected

flank of the high mountain Range and the huge wedge of

mountain front deposits.

The forearc lowland is the southeastward extension of

the pisco basin which is considered as a uplifted forearc

basin (Machare and others, 1986). This uplifted forearc
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basin is now separated by the Coast Range from the Pacific

Ocean.

Kulm and others (1981) reported that the Coast Range

from 50 to 130 slat is submerged beneath the outer

continental shelf as the outer shelf high (OSH), and merges

in the southern pisco basin area and extends southward to

160 s lat. As figure 30 shows, the Coast Range is absent

south of 16 0 Slat, and appears to be submerged in the sea.

In addition, the forearc lowland landward of the Coast Range

also appears to plunge into the sea, which leads the high

mountain Range to directly abut the ocean in this area. The

merged Coast Range has an average elevation of 800m above

the sealevel, and is about 20 kID wide. The Coast Range is

mainly made up of Precambrian and Paleozoic metamorphic

rocks (Fig.30).

Three selected geologic and geomorphologic sections

located on the east side of the Coast Range were

investigated during the field study (Fig.5). They were: (1)

coastal Pisco, (2) Lomitas and (3) San Juan, all occurring

in southern Peru along the coastal region. The geomorphology

and geology of the three sections and their adjacent areas

are described in detail below:

(1) The pisco section is situated at about 130 46' S

lat. The surrounding area of the Pisco section is the

southern extension of the "East pisco Basin " named by

Thornburg and Kulm (1981). The Pisco Basin on the pisco

-----_._---------- ----------
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Figure 30. Geological map of lea, southern Peru.

Note the ocean side of the Coast Range

mainly consists of Precambrian and

Paleozoic metamorphic rocks. 1. Pliocene

Quaternary andesite flow; 2. Miocene

silicic tuffs; 3. Eocene cutwash fan gravels;

4. Upper-Cretaceous sandstone, conglomerates,

shales and limestones; 5. Jurassic-cretaceous

sandstone and shales; 6. Triassic-Jurassic

pillow lavas, tuffs, volcanic clastic sediments;

7. Palaeozoic shale and dolomitic limestones;

8. Precambrain gneisses and schists; 9. Mesozoic

Quartz monzogranite; 10. Mesozoic granodiorite;

11. Mesozoic monzotonalite; 12. Mesozoic tono

lite; 13. Mesozoic monzogranite; 14. Gabbro; 15.

Paleozoic monzotonalite; 16.Precambrian monzo

granite. Data obtained from Peru Geological

survey, 1985.

--- -- -------------- ---------------
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section area is an exposed forearc basin which displays

well developed sedimentary facies of littoral to open shelf

environments up to the later Tertiary (Machare and others,

1986).

Geomorphologically, the uplifted Pisco Basin is a

coastal plain, some 50 x 10 km in size, rising from 5 to 50m

above the sealevel. The coastal plain, as a whole, gently

dips northwestwards. The elevation of the coastal plain

decreases from about 50m in the south of the pisco section

to about 5m in northwest of the pisco section at about 130

38' Slat (Fig.31). Further to the northwest, the coastal

plain dips into the sea. In the pisco section area, the

Pisco River seems to be deflected from S50 0W, a regional

draining orientation, to N100W, as the River from the high

mountain Range reaches to the coastal plain (Fig.32). In the

south of the Pisco section, the elevation of the coastal

plain gradually increases to about 50m. At about 14 0 52' S

lat, the coastal plain is replaced by the Coast Range.

The formation of the coastal plain or absence of the

Coast Range in the Pisco area and its northwestward dipping

character are probably an effect of the relief of the

subducting Nazca plate. The lowest edge of the northern

flank of the Nazca Ridge occurs off the pisco coastal plain.

This area has a relative flat ocean floor with about 4000m

water depth. If the influence in morphology caused by the

sUbducting Nazca plate on its corresponding areas of the
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Figure 31. Photographs showing the geomorphologic features
in the coastal pisco area. Note the upper photo
graph looks southward from Pisco, the lower one
looks northward. For locations see Figure 5.
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Figure 32. The onshore and offshore drainage systems in the
Nazca Ridge survey area. Note both Pisco River
and lca River originated from the high mountain
area are deflected from NE-SW to E-W and N-S at
their piedmont respectively and the channels de
veloped formed in the slope of the Peru margin,
which is just opposite of the southeastern flank
of the Nazca Ridge, are oriented N-S.
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overriding continental margin is determined by the relief of

the Nazca plate, then the geomorphic feature on the

overriding continental margin should have some similarity to

the corresponding relief feature of the sUbducting Nazca

plate. That is, the crest of the Nazca Ridge as it subducted

under the overriding continental margin may cause the

greatest uplift of the margin, whereas the edge of the flank

of the Ridge may cause little uplift of the margin. This

probably explains why the coastal plain occurred in the

Pisco area and why the plain dips gently northwestward. On

the other hand, the geological history of the pisco area

also indicates that this previous submarine forearc area was

uplifted because of the subduction of the Nazca Ridge under

this portion of the margin. The geometry of the plate

convsrgence of the Nazca plate and the South America

continental plate, which is expressed by the N4SoE striking

Nazca Ridge on the Nazca plate subducted in a direction of

N810E under the NW trending Peru trench, suggests that the

Nazca Ridge sweeps the Peru coast from north to south. with

the Nazca Ridge passing southward under the Pisco area, the

geophysical situation in the deep crust of the margin would

gradually return to the original state it was once in. This

would cause the pisco area to subside as the Nazca Ridge

passed southward of this area.

(2) The Lomitas section is located at 140 43' Slat in

the seaward side of the Coast Range, and is about 103 km
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south of the pisco section. The Coast Range in the Lomitas

section area has an elevation about 800m above sealevel, and

is primarily made up of Precambrian metamorphic granite and

Neogene sediments (Peru Geological Survey, 1988).

The geomorphic character of the Lomitas area is shown

in Figure 33. This figure illustrates several terraces

ranging from 30m to 550m above sealevel on the seaward flank

of the Coast Range. Geological and topographical sections

across the these terraces show the lithology of the base of

these terraces (Fig.34). The development of the terraces on

both seaward dipping sedimentary strata and granite rocks

rules out the possibility of the formation of these terraces

by the weathering of horizontal sedimentary strata.

Most of these terraces are covered by thin uncon

solidated layers of sediments comprising large pebbles,

coarse sand and mud. Abundant marine shell and mollusks

debris are found on the surface of the terraces (Fig.35).

The occurrence of marine creature remains on the terraces

indicates a submarine environment, being uplifted to the

present elevation. Some of the terrace substrata are made up

of folded Neogene rocks (Peruvian Geological Survey, 1988),

which suggest that the terraces were uplifted in the post

Neogene time. A drying lagoon developed on the back beach

area may indicate that the Lomitas section area is still

being uplifted (Fig.36).
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Figure 33. Photograph showing the uplifted marine terraces
in the Lomitas coast, southern Peru. For loca
tion see Figure 5.
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Figure 34. Two topographical profiles across the seaward
side of the Coast Range in Lomitas, southern
Peru showing the evelation of the uplifted
marine terraces in the area. Locations see
insert figure. Sedimentary formation and in
trusive rocks described in profile A belong to
later Neogene and Paleozoic age respectively,
according to Peru Geological Survey, 1988.
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Figure 35. Photograph showing debris of marine shells,
mollusks, large round pebbles and sands distri
buted on the surface of the terraces in Lomitas,
southern Peru. For location see Figure 6.
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Figure 36. An aerial sketch showing the extension of the
uplifted marine terraces in vicinity of Lomitas,
south Peru.
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Of the terraces, the 350 m and 550 m high terraces

which lie parallel to the coastline have the most

conspicuous features. They are distinctly visible both in

aerial photography and satellite image maps where they can

be traced up to tens of kilometers and more than one hundred

kilometers respectively (Fig.36 and 37).

(3) the San Juan section is located at about 15 0 20' S

seaward of the Coast Range, 105 km south of Lomitas. The San

Juan area is known for its iron mines. The iron deposits are

associated with the Precambrian metamorphic rocks. Due to

the prospectivity of the iron mines, the terraces in the San

Juan area were studied as early as the 1940's. Broggi (1945)

reported that the terraces in San Juan coast were formed by

marine wave erosion.

Figure 38 shows the characteristics of the terraces in

the San Juan coastal area. A morphological section across

the seaward flank of the Coast Range shows that at least 10

terraces are developed on the San Juan coast (Fig.39). The

highest terrace is now situated at 300m above sealevel. Like

the terraces in Lomitas, many weathered marine shells,

molluscs mixed with large round pebbles and coarse sands are

common on the surface of the terraces. The substrata of the

terraces are mainly made up of Precambrian and Cenozoic

rocks. Broggi (1945) assigned the youngest Cenozoic

substrata of the terraces in the San Juan area as Pliocene.

If his argument was correct, the later Quaternary history of
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Figure 37. Satellite image map shows that the uplifted
marine terraces can be traced about 80 km
northward and about 150 km southward from
Lomitas.
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Figure 38. Photographs showing the uplifted marine terraces
in northern San Juan (upper), and southern San
Juan (below). For locations see Figure 5.
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Figure 39. Topographical profile across the seaward side of
the Coast Range in San Juan, southern Peru
showing at least 10 uplifted marine terraces
occurring in a distance of about 12 km landward.
The location of San Juan is about 100 km south
of Lomitas, and the highest terrace in Lomitas
is about 550m, but is about 300m in San Juan.
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the San Juan coast was a submarine environment, which was

subsequ~ntly uplifted during post Pliocene.

Similar to the terraces in Lomitas, the terraces in San

Juan are also parallel to the coastline, and can be traced

both from the aerial photography and satellite image maps

(Fig.40 and 41). From the satellite image map (Fig.41), the

terraces seem to disappear abruptly at about 15 0 30'S lat, a

reason being that they become submerged under the sea.

In summary, the geomorphologic and geological evidence

in the coastal pisco section suggest that this area

underwent an uplift stage, followed by a subsidence stage in

the later Quaternary. However, the geomorphologic and

geologic evidence in the coastal Lomitas and San Juan

sections, some 100 km south of the pisco section, indicate

that these two areas were in a submarine environment, which

was later uplifted to 50-550m above the sealevel during the

later Quaternary time.

The geomorphology and geologic history evidence in the

coastal region raises several questions. such as, (1) why is

the latest geological history so different between the Pisco

and Lomitas areas? (2) why is the Coast Range merged from

south of pisco then submerged south of 160 S ? (3) how could

the marine terr~ces be uplifted to such high elevations, (4)

why is the pisco area sUbsiding, while Lomitas and San Juan

areas are uplifting ? These questions are discussed and

explained in the next Chapter.
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Figure 40. An aerial sketch showing distribution of the
uplifted marine terraces in northern San Juan
coast area of southern Peru.
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Figure 41. Satellite image map shows that the uplifted
marine-formed terraces can be traced from north
of San Juan to about 150 35' S along the
southern Peru coast.
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The Arica Biqht-lquique Survey Area

The Arica Bight-Iquique SeaMARC II survey area is

located 300 km south of the Nazca Ridge survey area. This

survey area covers the western edge of the Nazca plate, the

trench axis, the lower slope, the middle slope, upper slope

and part of the continental shelf (Fig.42). A comparison of

submarine morphology and structure of the Arica Bight

Iquique survey area with the Nazca Ridge survey area shows

many similarities, such as they both show terraces on lower

and middle slope. However, there are also several important

differences in geomorphology and structure between the Arica

Bight-Iquique and Nazca Ridge survey areas. These

similarities and differences between the Arica Bight-rquique

and Nazca Ridge survey areas are described in the following

text.

Nazca Plate

Unlike the Nazca plate in the Nazca Ridge survey area

which is a positive oceanic relief rising 1500 m above the

adjacent ocean floor, the Nazca plate off the Arica Bight

Iquique area, as a whole, is a NE-SW trending, trough-like

negative oceanic relief marked by about 1000 m deeper

seafloor than its adjacent oceanic areas (Fig.2). However,

similar to the Nazca Ridge area, the major morpho-structural

features mapped on the oceanic plate in the Arica Bight-
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Figure 42. Schematic diagram of the Arica Bight-lquique
survey area showing the distribution of dis
tinctive sub marine physiographic provinces from
the Nazca plate to upper slope and shelf of the
overriding Peru-Chile continental margin.
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Iquique area are scarps, normal fault-related horsts and

grabens and terraces, and volcanic seamounts.

Characteristics of the scarps on the oceanic plate of

the Arica Bight-Iquique area are essentially the same as

that of the Nazca Ridge area. However, in the Arica Bight

Iquique area, the dominant scarps trend approximately N350 

450W, about 50-100 more northerly than those of the Nazca

Ridge area. The secondary scarps which usually offset the

dominant scarps trend approximately N150-200E and only

extend several kilometers. These small scarps tend to occur

in an area between about 19 0 Sand 20 0 S lat. The

distribution of scarps is characterized by their frequent

occurrence as the oceanic plate approaches the subduction

zone (Fig.43, 44, 45 and 46). As these figures show, the

scarps apparently become frequent at a distance of 50 km

seaward from the trench. However, in an area close to the

trench, the frequent scarps on the oceanic plate appear to

be unclear or disappear on the SeaMARC II image. It is

probably because the oceanic plate in this area was covered

by the trench turbidites which also filled up the grabens in

the oceanic plate.

Most of the scarps oriented NW extend continuously

throughout the survey area in a distance ranging from 10 to

50 km. The throws on the scarps are greater than that of the

Nazca Ridge area, and these sometimes extend up to 600m.

These scarps are identified as steeper planes of the normal
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SeaMARC II side-scan image mosaic of the Arica
Bight area showing the submarine geomorphic
features of the area.
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Figur~ 44. Interpretive diagram of SeaMARC II image mosaic
of the Arica Bight area showing the submarine
geomorphic and structural features of the area.
Note the zonational distribution of the outcrops
and unconsolidated sediments. For legend see
Figure 15.
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faults from the seismic reflection profiles. These fault

related scarps occurred more frequently in the Arica Bight

lquique area than in the Nazca Ridge area. This may have

resulted because the negative relief or trough-like oceanic

plate in Arica Bight-lquique survey area was bent more

severely than the positive relief or ridge oceanic plate in

the Nazca Ridge survey area as these oceanic reliefs

approach the trench.

The normal fault-related horst, graben and terraces on

the oceanic plate in the Arica Bight-lquique area are

generally parallel to the strike of the trench. However, in

the maximum curvature area of the trench, at about 190 S

lat, these structural and geomorphic features apparently

oblique to the trench and are probably covered by the

overflowed trench turbidites. The character and origination

of the horsts and grabens and terraces are similar to that

of the Nazca Ridge area, which were formed by the faulting

of the bent oceanic plate as the plate approached the

trench.

The oceanic plate terraces in Arica Bight-lquique area

are much narrower than that of the Nazca Ridge area. This is

probably due to the oceanic plate in the former area being

much more highly faulted. The displacement on individual

faults also appears to be greater, and the extension of the

faults is more continuous along the strike of the trench,

compared with the Nazca Ridge area.
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Fewer volcanic seamounts are observed on the oceanic

plate of the Arica Bight-Iquique survey area, compared with

the Nazca Ridge survey area. Off Arica Bight, only one small

volcanic seamount was identified on an oceanic plate area of

50 km x 60 km from the SeaMARC II side-scan image mosaic

(Fig.43 and 44). Further south of the Arica Bight, there are

several small volcanic seamounts scattered in the north

western part of the oceanic plate off the lqui~ue (Fig.45

and 46). In the southwestern part, a large round volcanic

seamount with a diameter of 50 km rises 2000m above the

adjacent oceanic floor and reaches to a water depth of 2000m

below the sealevel. There is little or no sediment cover on

most of the surface of the large volcanic seamount. Although

volcanic seamounts are scattered on the oceanic plate, they

tend to occur in an area at about 80 km seaward from the

trench.

Trench Axis

The trench axis in the Arica Bight-Iquique survey area

occurs as a curved feature with maximum curvature point

located off Arica Bight. The trench axis trends about N350W

in northern Arica Bight area, then southward at 18 0 Slat,

it changes to about N20oW. The trench floor is defined by

about a 7000 water deep contour in the north and 7400m in

the southern end of the survey area, gently inclining from

.. _----_. ---
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the north to the south (Fig.47 and 48). The trench floor as

a whole is relatively continuous and flat, as compared to

that in the Nazca Ridge survey area. The width of the trench

floor varies along the trench ranging from 100 meters to 8

kilometers. The widest trench floor apparently accords with

the maximum curvature area of the trench.

Two types of trench fill, turbidites and pelagic

sediment, are observed along the trench. Turbidites probably

are derived from the canyon erosion and slumping of the

steeper inner trench wall. The thickness of the trench fill

in the turbidite ponds is approximately 200-300m, with the

thickest of the trench-fill occurring at the north of the

Arica Bight. The thickest of the trench-fill was probably

associated with the sediment supply of the canyon system

which develops a dendritic drainage on the upper slope, and

seems to reach to the trench. In the Arica Bight area, there

are ponds of trench fill turbidites presently perched on the

eastern edge of the oceanic plate.

Lower slope

The lower slope of the Arica Bight-Iquique survey area

rises from the trench floor at 7000m to 5300m in the north,

and from 7400m to 5900m in the south. Like the Nazca Ridge

area, the main geomorphic features of the lower slope in the

Arica Bight-Iquique area are characterized by a steep inner
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Figure 47. SeaMARC II bathymetric map of Arica Bight area
showing the submarine topography of the area.
The contour interval is 100m.
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trench wall and a continuous slope terrace (Fig.44 and 46).

The two geomorphic features on the lower slope are parallel

to the trench axis, trending N350w in the north and N200w in

the south with a transition zone in central area.

The inner trench wall in the Arica Bight area rises

from the trench floor at 7000-7200m to the trench-slope

break at 5000-5300m at a slope that varies along strike

between 50_70 (Fig.47). In the Iquique area, the inner

trench wall rises from 7300-7400m to 6000-6300m at a slope

about 60-So (Fig.4S).

The inner tr~nch w~ll in the Ari.ca Bight-Iquique survey

area generally presents similar morphological and tectonic

characteristics with that of the Nazca Ridge survey area.

Morphologically, the inner trench wall in the Arica Bight

Iquique area is characterized by a steeper slope in the

SeaMARC II bathymetry map, and by a series of frequent

ledges parallel or subparallel to the trench in the SeaMARC

II image mosaic. Tectonically, the internal structure of the

inner trench wall shows a series of obscure landward thrust

faults or chaotic features in the seismic profiles.

However, unlike the inner trench wall in the Nazca

Ridge area, which has a lOO-200m regional trench-slope break

high, the inner trench wall in the Arica Bight-Iquique area

shows no regional trench-slope break high.

situated at a water depth of 5000m-5300m, the lower

slope terrace trends parallel to the strike of the trench
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and extends continuously throughout the Arica Bight-Iquique

survey area (Fig.49). The width of the terrace ranges from

6-10 km and the narrowed area is apparently caused by the

channel erosion or slumping precesses. Most of the terrace

surfaces are covered by a thin veneer of unsolidified

sediments which is probably derived from the channel erosion

and bottom-transportion process.

Although disrupted in some place=, the lower slope

terrace generally shows a continuous extension throughout

the survey area with a very slight tilt from the north to

the south, which corresponds with the inclined attitude of

the trench floor in the area.

Middle slope

The middle slope lies on an area from 30 to 80 kID east

of the trench axis, at water depths of about 4500-2800m.

Similar to the Nazca Ridge survey area, two prominent

geomorphic features, a continuous oversteepened slope and a

discontinuous terrace are observed in the middle slope of

Arica Bight-Iquique survey area.

The terrace wall, inclined at about 60 seaward is

represented by a narrow zone with closer contour lines on

the bathymetry map, and a dark gray color zone which

indicates eroded outcrops on the SeaMARC II image mosaic

(Fig.43, 45, 47, and 48). As figure 47 shows, the closer
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approximately 3:1. For locations see Figure 6.
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contour lines are offset in several places along the strike

of the slope, which indicates the effects of the channel

erosion on the terrace wall of the middle slope. The

outcrops which occur on the terrace wall of the middle slope

are identified as lithified sedimentary layers in the

SeaMARC II side-scan image mosaic. The similarity in side

scan image character between the outcrops of the terrace

wall and upper slope where the outcrops have been identified

as lithified sedimentary layers by dredging suggests that

the outcrops in the terrace wall of the middle slope are

also lithified sedimentary layers. These lithified

sedimentary layers seem to be deformed and strongly eroded.

Landward beyond the terrace wall of the middle slope, a

terrace ranging from 10-15 km wide is situated at a depth of

about 3500-2800m. Like the middle slope terrace in the Nazca

Ridge area, the surface of the terrace in Arica Bight

Iquique area also presents two types of morphologic

features, the depositional and erosional features. The

depositional surface of the terrace is characterized by a

thin veneer of turbidite which filled the undulated basement

of the terrace. The turbidite deposits were derived from the

upper slope by means of canyon carrying and bottom-transport

through the upper slope. The erosional feature was caused by

the dissecting of the NW trending canyon or channels which

may be controlled by the basement faults which are

perpendicular to the strike of the trench.
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The middle slope terrace is landward bounded by a

relatively steeper wall from north to south in the Arica

Bight-Iquique survey area. The formation of this landward

boundary of the terrace can be identified as a result of

block-faulting of the basement from the seismic reflection

profiles. The seaward dipping attitude of the normal faults

occurring at the landward boundary of the terrace coupled

with the slightly landward tilting of the terrace suggest

that the middle slope terrace was probably formed by large

scale seaward block faulting of the slope basement along the

strike of the trench.

Upper slope and continental shelf

The upper slope rises from about 2600m to SOO-300m in a

distance of 50 kilometers in the Arica Bight-Iquique survey

area. The major SUb-geomorphic features in the upper slope

include a narrow and relatively steeper slope at the seaward

edge of the upper slope; a platform seaward bounded by the

upper slope ridge; a dendritic submarine canyon and channel

systems mainly developed on the platform.

A transition zone between the middle and upper slope,

is mostly identified as outcrops in the SeaMARC II images

(Fig.44 and 46). The sea bottom dredging results in two

places of the Arequepa forearc basin, central Arica Bight

survey area have identified that these outcrops are

lithified sedimentary layers (Fig.IO). Along the slope,
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fault-induced slides occur perpendicular to the strike of

the trench and canyon, and channels probably controlled by

the faults deeply dissect the slope. As a result, the slope

was offset at several place along its strike and most

sediments on the slope were stripped off, presumably in

response to the oversteepened slope.

Landward beyond this slope, there is a regional

topographic high or upper slope ridge which is the seaward

boundary of the forearc basins (Fig.50). This upper slope

ridge is at places about one hundred meters higher than its

landward area. The ridge in most of the Arica Bight-Iquique

survey area is identified as exposed lithified older

sedimentary layers. These sedimentary layers generally trend

NW parallel to the regional structural direction. However,

in the central Arica Bight area at about lSo 10' Slat, a

set of NE trending sedimentary layers are observed in the

SeaMARC II image mosaic (Fig.10), which may represent a

syncline structure in that area. The upper slope ridge in

general trends parallel to the strike of the trench in the

Arica Bight-Iquique area. However, the elevation upper slope

ridge tends from the Areqipe basin southward and the Iquique

basin northward to incline at off Arica respectively. The

ridge apparently is absent from lSo 30' S to lSO 50' S

(Fig.5l).

In the upper slope, a 50-SO km wide platform trending

NW-SE lies between middle slope and continental shelf. This
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Figure 50. Interpretive seismic reflection profiles across
the upper slope of the Arica Bight survey area
showing the morphologic and structural features
of the upper slope ridge and platform. Note the
channel dissected topography of the platform and
the location of the upper slope ridge. For loca
tions of the profiles see Figure 6.
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platform has a water depth ranging from 1300m to 500m,

tilting seaward at an angle of about 10_20 (Fig.47 and 48).

Most of the platform surface is blanketed with

unconsolidated sediments. There are some small isolated

sediment free areas or outcrops in the platform, which

probably is the result of the undulated platform basement

coupled with the erosion of channels or a wandering canyon.

These submarine drainage systems eroded the blanketed

sediment on the platform and deeply dissect the basement of

the platform. The wandering canyon and dendritic channel

system developed in the area indicate that the platform area

underwent a relatively stable period. These submarine

drainage systems seem to be associated with the rivers of

the onshore area. They are apparently seaward extensions of

the onshore drainage systems which probably was the main

agent transporting the land material to the forearc basins

(Fig.51). Large submarine sand dunes are formed within the

drainage zone at water depth of less than 1200m (Fig.10).

Direction of the steeper slope of the sand dunes indicate

that the flow direction of the current was generally from NE

to sw, an orientation perpendicular to the trench.

The basement of the upper slope platform consists of

lithified Tertiary sedimentary rocks (Coulbourn and Moberly,

1980) which in turn is overlaid on a rough pre-Tertiary

basement. Obviously, the upper slope platform is the
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surficial expression of the forearc basins in the Arica

Bight-Iquique survey area.

Several evidences, such as the size of 50-80 km wide

and more than 300 km length of the platform, landward

bounded by basement faults and the period of relatively

stable condition for developing the wandering canyon system

may suggest that the upper slope platform probably was once

a continental shelf. The commonly developed upper slope

ridge probably was a former slope-shelf break along the

seaward edge of the platform. The platform was dropped to

recent water depth due to a rapid subsidence probably

induced by the basement block-faulting of this area in the

latter Quaternary time.

Landward beyond the upper slope platform is the shelf

slope break at water depths of 500-300m. As figure 44 shows,

the shelf-slope break is interpreted as outcrop area, where

extensive gullies and debris-flow channels are developed.

The continental shelf rises from 300m water depth to

the coastline in a distance of 10-30 km. In the north of the

Arica Bight, the shelf is about 10 km wide, south of the

Arica Bight, it widens to 20-30 km, but further south in the

southern Iquique area, the shelf narrows to less than 10 km

again. The topography of the continental shelf in the Arica

Bight-Iquique area is essentially smooth. However, it

locally shows culminations and dissections of topographic
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features, the former due to the effect of the basement high;

the latter caused by the channel erosion.

From Arica to lquique, the continental shelf is

landward bounded by a prominent cliff which is almost

vertical and up to 1000m above sealevel. Mortimer and Saric

(1975) attributed the formation of this coastal geomorphic

feature to a prolonged marine erosion upon a subsiding

coastline in the upper Tertiary. Furthermore, Scholl and

others (1969) considered the continental shelf as an

extensive submarine abrasion platform representing the cliff

recession. Apparently, the evidence including the rapid drop

of the upper slope platform and continental shelf in the

upper Tertiary and the occurrence of a forearc basin

depositional center off the Arica Bight, particularly the

sUbmergence of the coastal Range and semi-centripetal

drainage pattern in the Arica area (Fig.51), support the

Mortimer and Saric's suggestion that the formation of the

coastal cliff was caused by marine erosion in a subsiding

background.

To summarize the submarine geomorphology and topography

of the Arica Bight-lquique survey area, a 3-D graphic and

interpretive diagram for Arica Bight area are made (Fig.52).

As the figures show, the major geomorphic features from the

Nazca plate to the overriding continental margin are:

a) the fault-related scarps and terraces parallel

to the trench, but locally oblique the trench, and
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volcanic seamounts scattered in an area seaward

about 80 km away from the trench.

b) the curved relatively continuous trench with a

slightly southward inclined trench floor.

c) the steep inner trench wall representing the

subduction complex, locally disrupted by

slumping and eroding.

d) the lower slope and middle slope terraces

mostly covered by unsolidified sediments and

slightly tilting southward.

e) the discontinuous upper slope ridge inclined

southward.

f) the upper slope platform seaward bounded by the

upper slope ridge, and eroded by a fault-related

dendritic channel system.

f) the zonations of outcrops on the continental

margin, trending parallel to the strike of the

trench.

A summarized comparison of 3-D graphics and

interpretive diagrams of the Arica Bight-Iquique survey area

with that of the Nazca Ridge survey area illustrates the

differences in geomorphology and structure between the two

survey areas. First, in the Nazca plate, the Arica Bight

Iquique survey area shows more freq~ent fault-related scarps

than that of the Nazca Ridge area, which indicates the
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oceanic plate off Arica Bight-lquique area are more

stretched by the basement faults as the plate subducted

under the trench. Second, the curved trench axis in Arica

Bight-lquique survey area was deepened to a maximum of

7700m, whereas in the saddle area of the intersection of the

Nazca Ridge with the trench, the straight trench axis was

shoaled to a minimum of 4S00m. Third, the lower and middle

slope terraces in the Nazca Ridge survey area are tilted

southward, but are not in the Arica Bight-lquique survey

area, and the structure-related morphology of the lower and

middle slope of the Arica Bight-lquique area appears more

irregular than that of the Nazca Ridge survey area. Last,

the overriding continental margin in the Arica Bight-lquique

survey area seems to be subsided in the latter Quaternary,

whereas the margin in the Nazca Ridge area has been uplifted

since the latter Quaternary time.

These significant differences between the two survey

areas raise other questions, such as why the oceanic plate

was more strongly fractured in the Arica Bight-lquique area

than in the Nazca Ridge area? Why was the trench axis curved

and deepened in the Arica Bight-lquique area? Why did the

overriding continental margin in Arica Bight-lquique area

SUbside ? These puzzles with the questions raised in the

Nazca Ridge survey area will be discussed in the next

Chapter.
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION

As mentioned above, the accordances of the major

tecton-morphologic features between the subducting Nazca

plate and overriding Peru-Chile continental margin indicate

the geomorphic impact of the subducting oceanic plate on the

continental margin. The evidence in the Nazca Ridge survey

area includes: a) the correspondence of the Nazca Ridge, a

positive oceanic relief, to the shoaled trench; b) the

uplifted and southeastward tilted lower and middle slope

terraces; c) the deflected submarine channels and onshore

rivers; d) the uplifted and tilted coastal terraces and

forearc basin. On the contrary, evidence observed in the

Arica Bight-Iquique survey area includes: a) the agreement

of the trough-like more highly faulted oceanic plate with

the curved and deepened trench axis; b) depression of the

slope terraces and forearc basin; c) the subsided slope

shelf region; d) submergence of upper slope ridge and

coastal Range; e) semi-centripetal drainage pattern; f)

landward retreating of the coastal cliff. These tectono

geomorphic evidences indicating the impact of the subducting

Nazca plate on the overriding continental margin are

discussed from the trench landward to the coastal region.
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The trench

Even though the Nazca Ridge survey didn't cover the

entire area of the intersection of the Nazca Ridge with the

Peru trench, it did cover more than half of the southern

flank of the intersection. The intersection of the Nazca

Ridge with the Peru trench was shoaled like a saddle which

rises approximately 1500m from the toe of the southern flank

to the saddle of the intersection. As apparent, the

morphologic feature across the Nazca is si~ilar to the

morphologic feature along the trench axis, i.e. the crest of

the Nazca Ridge agrees with the shallowest trench axis in

the saddle area of the intersection and vice versa (Fig.17).

In addition, the contrast of topographic elevation between

the saddle of the intersection and the toe of the southern

flank is almost the same as that of the crest of the Nazca

Ridge to the toe of its southern flank. The similarity of

the morphologic feature between the edge of the Nazca Ridge

and trench axis implies that the shoaling of the trench was

directly associated with the subducted Nazca Ridge. The near

equality of the contrast of topographic elevation between

the edge of ~he Nazca Ridge and the trench axis suggests

that the extent of the shoaled trench was probably

controlled by the geometry of the subducted Nazca Ridge.

The turbidite accumulation in the trench axis also

appears to be affected by the subduction of the Nazca Ridge.

As figure 18 shows, the shape of the trench floor commonly
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representing the amount of turbidites in the trench seems to

be controlled by the morphologic feature of the trench axis.

In the saddle of the trench axis, a shallowest area of the

intersection of the Nazca Ridge with the trench, the trench

floor is very narrow, which indicates lack of turbidite

deposits in this area. On the contrary, in the southern

flank of the intersection, particularly, in the depression

areas, the trench floor is relatively wider, which

represents more turbidite fill within this portion of the

trench. In the southern part of the survey area, a volcanic

seamount chain on the Nazca Ridge intersecting the trench

causes the formation of a small inter-trench saddle. A

relatively large turbidite pond occurs on the north side of

the small inter-trench saddle, which suggests that the small

inter-trench saddle acts as a dam blocking turbidite

transporting southward. Obviously, lack of turbidites in the

saddle area of the intersection of the Nazca Ridge with the

trench and the larger turbidite pond occurring on the

northern side of the small inter-trench saddle demonstrate

that the effect of the transportation and accumulation of

the turbidites along the trench axis is indirectly

controlled by geometry of the subducted Nazca Ridge in the

Nazca Ridgl~ survey area.

In the Arica Bight-Iquique survey area, the trench is

deepened from about 6800m in the northern area to a maximum

water depth of 7600m in the southern curve-shaped area. The
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axial trench topography inclining southward is similar to

that of the trough-like morphologic background of this

segment of the SUbducting Nazca plate (Fig.2 B). The axis of

the trough-like relief of the Nazca plate approximately

corresponds to the deepened area of the trench axis. The

deepening of the trench in the Arica Bight-rquique survey

area is probably in response to the subduction of the

trough-like relief of the Nazca plate which also has about

1000m seafloor elevation contrast between the axis of the

trough-like relief and its adjacent areas.

The inner trench wall

The shallow structure of the east edge of the Nazca

Ridge consists of an acoustic basement and a hemipelagic

sedimentary cover. The basement configuration is

characterized by undulated and broken features on the east

edge of the Nazca Ridge. Furthermore, the basement

configuration, as a whole, is accordant with surficial

featureS of the sea floor and controlled by the axial block

faulting structure of the basement (Fig.4). Because sediment

cover on the edge of the Nazca Ridge is very thin, ranging

from 0.05 to 0.5 second of TWTT (Fig.53), the sea floor

topography of the Nazca Ridge roughly expresses the basement

configurati.on of the Ridge. As Plate 1 Shows, several axial

culminations and depressions of the surficial relief in the

east edge of the Nazca Ridge are oblique to the trench.
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Trench floor. (5) Accretionary wedge.
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Noticeably, there are also discontinuities of the slope

trench break high occurring on the inner trench wall and

these discontinuities of the slope-trench break high

apparently correspond with the depressions on the edge of

the Nazca Ridge. If we assume the just subducted Nazca Ridge

has similar configuration as the ongoing subducting Ridge

has, the undulating relief of the slope-trench break high on

the inner trench wall may be associated with the

corresponding culminations and depressions of the subducted

Nazca Ridge.

On the other hand, the inner trench wall or

accretionary wedge observed landward of the trench, just

opposite the Nazca Ridge crest, is wider than the

accretionary wedge observed farther south (Fig.53). This may

mean that more sedimentary cover in the crest of the

sUbducting Nazca Ridge was accreted onto the inner trench

wall than in the flank of the Ridge. The sedimentary cover

is thicker in the crest of the Ridge (0.3-0.5 second of

TWTT), which mainly composes of hemipelagic calcareous

deposits (Kulm and others, 1981), than in the lower flank of

the Ridge (0.1-0.2 second of TWTT), probably due to the

effect of the CCo. Even though the thickness of the

sedimentary cover both on the crest and lower flank of the

Ridge decreases rapidly as the Ridge descends towards the

trench, in the area near the trench, the sedimentary cover

on the crest of the Ridge is still thicker than in the lower
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flank of the Ridge (Fig.53). The eastward decrease of

thickness of the sedimentary cover on the Nazca Ridge as the

Ridge descends to the trench may be explained by the

dissolution and erosion processes in the edge of the Nazca

Ridge. The dissolution of the hemipelagic calcareous

deposits is due to the seafloor of the Ridge descending

below the CCD as the Nazca Ridge subducts toward the trench;

the erosion of the sediments on the east edge of the Nazca

Ridge may be caused by the northward flow of Antarctic

bottom current which moves through the eastern end of the

Nazca Ridge.

In the Arica Bight-Iquique survey area, there are few

discontinuities of the slope-trench break high observed on

the inner trench wall. These discontinuities of the slope

trench break high were mainly caused by the channel erosion

and slumping of the inner trench wall.

The inner trench wall in the Arica Bight-Iquique survey

area is wider in the northern area than in the southern. The

sedimentary cover on the oceanic plate of the Arica bight

Iquique survey area is extremely thin, and therefore, the

sedimentary cover could not play a significant role to

effect the variety of the accretionary wedge along the inner

trench wall. However, there is thicker turbidite trench-fill

in the northern area of the trench than in the southern. The

involvement of thicker trench turbidite fill in the

subduction process could probably cause the formation of the
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wider accretionary wedge in the northern area of the Arica

Bight survey area.

The slope terraces and platform

There are two major terraces developed on the slope in

the Nazca Ridge and Arica Bight-Iquique survey areas, the

lower slope terrace and middle slope terrace. As common

features, they extend continuously and parallel to the

strike of the trench.

The lower slope terrace lies just above the inner

trench wall, composed of an acoustic basement and a veneer

of sedimentary cover. The acoustic basement overlaid by the

sedimentary cover appears to be tilted landward, and

commonly to be exposed at the trench-slope break high

(Fig.20). From the SeaMARC II images, the exposed acoustic

basement of the lower slope terrace shows similar morpho

structure character to the inner trench wall, suggesting

that the basement of the lower slope terrace, at least the

seaward half of the terrace, is the landward extension of

the subduction complex. The landward tilting of terrace

basement may be a result of uplift and trenchward migration

of the slope-trench break. As the subduction process

continues, the trenchward migration of the slope-trench

break high forms a slightly landward tilting bench; at the

same time, turbidites and hemipelagic deposits derived from
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the landward slope were blocked behind the slope-trench

break high, forming the lower slope terrace.

The middle slope terrace is generally wider, but more

discontinuous than that of the lower slope terrace. Most of

surface of the middle slope terrace is covered by thin

unsolidified sediments which in turn are underlaid by a

gently landward tilting basement. The common development of

seaward dipping normal faults in the landward boundary of

the middle slope terrace and the characteristic of its

basement landward tilting implies the formation of the

middle slope terrace may be caused by the fault-induced

seaward block failure of the slope. However, Suess and

others, based on the study of deep sea drilling at 110-130 S

lat, also recognized two slope terraces in the Lima Basin

area of the Peru margin. They suggested that the middle

slope of the Lima Basin, now in 3000m water depth, was once

in a shallow sea environment before the Miocene time, and

even part of the middle slope was once a subaerial area. If

this regional tectonic event also affected the Nazca Ridge

and Arica Bight-Iquique survey areas, only about 100 km

south of the Lima basin, the SUbmerged erosional platform

after the Miocene then covered by the later sediments also

could probably cause the formation of the middle slope

terrace along Nazca Ridge and Arica Bight-Iquique areas.

A conspicuous characteristic of the lower and middle

slope terraces in the Nazca Ridge survey area is their
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southeastward inclining along the strike of the terraces.

The lower slope terrace in the Nazca Ridge survey area

inclines southeastward from about 3000m in the north to

4500m in the south. Similarly, the middle slope terrace

inclines southeastwards from about 1800m in the north to

3100m in the south. Noticeably, the morphologic features

along the strike of both lower and middle slope terraces are

similar to the morphologic feature across the edge of the

Nazca Ridge (Fig.54). If the lower and middle slope terraces

were caused by the regional tectonic and geologic processes,

they might be initially formed at about the same elevation

on a regional scale. Therefore, the significant tilting of

the terraces as an indicator reveals the uplift movement in

this section of the continental margin. The similarity in

morphology and topography between the slope terraces and the

east edge of the subducting Nazca Ridge suggests the uplift

of the slope terraces was caused by the SUbducting Nazca

Ridge under this section of the continental margin. The

highest uplifted area of the slope terraces corresponding

with the crest of the Nazca Ridge implies the extent of the

uplift region was controlled by the geometry of the

SUbducting Nazca Ridge. However, the extent of uplifted

region in the slope seems to decrease with the distance

increase further landward (Fig.54). For example, in the

trench axis, the highest uplifted area reaches to as much as

1500m; then further landward in the lower slope terrace, it
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landward. For locations see figure 26.
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decreases to 1400m; even further landward in the middle

slope terrace, the highest uplifted area decreases to 1200m.

In the Arica Bight-Iquique survey area, both lower and

middle slope terraces show a slight depression in an area

landward of the maximum of trench curvature. The slight

depression of the terraces seems to correspond with the

center of trough-like subducting Nazca plate.

Further landward, the 50-80 km wide platform was

commonly developed along the Arica Bight-Iquique area. The

platform landward bounded by the normal faults probably is a

subsided continental shelf. A depression on both surface and

basement of the central platform agrees with the slight

depression of the lower and middle slope terraces, which

suggests that the overriding continental margin from the

lower slope to upper slope was subsided. The subsidence

center of the continental slope corresponds with the axis of

the trough-like subducting Nazca plate, suggesting that the

subsidence of overriding continental margin in the Arica

Bight-Iquique area may have resulted from the subduction of

the trough-like Nazca plate under this segment of the

continental margin.

The coastal terraces and drainage system

As described above, a series of coastal marine formed

terraces occurs from the coast of Lomitas to San Juan in the

Nazca Ridge survey area. A possibility of causing raised
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marine terraces is falling of the sealevel, but so far there

is no evidence in the world showing sealevel dropped

hundreds of meters during the Quaternary time. Another

possibility is of regional uplift caused by the geotectonic

movement, however, the scope of the uplifted region confined

in the segment of the coast, and the uplifted region

corresponding with the location of the Nazca Ridge may rule

out this possibility. Therefore, the rising of the marine

terraces in the Nazca Ridge survey area is more likely

attributed to the uplift movement caused by a typical local

tectonic process.

Interestingly, the highest terrace in Lomitas, an area

just opposite to the crest of the Nazca Ridge, is about

550m, but in San Juan, an area opposite to the south flank

of the Nazca Ridge, is about 350m. If we assume the highest

terraces in both Lomitas and San Juan as the oldest marine

terrace formed at about the same time along the inshore

area, now the 200m contrast of elevation between the two

places indicates that the Lomitas coast was uplifted 200m

more than the coast of San Juan. This may be associated with

the geometry of the subducted Nazca Ridge, i.e. the crest of

the subducted Ridge caused higher uplift of the coastal

terrace than that of the subducted flank of the Ridge.

Apparently, like the uplifted slope terraces, the extent of

the uplifted coastal terraces in the Nazca Ridge survey area

is also controlled by the geometry of the Nazca Ridge.
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However, the extent of the uplift in the coast region is

obviously much less than in the slope area.

It is well known that rivers and submarine channels are

very powerful geological agents to shape the surface of the

land and ocean bottom. On the other hand, the land rivers

and submarine channels are very sensitives to the changes of

landscape and sea floor morphology; because the water is

most sensitive to the gravity force of the earth.

SUbstantially, when the morphology of the land and ocean is

changed due to the activities of the internal force of the

earth, the rivers and channels will also adjust their

courses to meet the changes of the morphology. Therefore,

when the rivers and channels adjust or change their courses,

it may imply that something happens in that region.

The river system in the western edge of the South

American continent, as a whole, is drained from the NE down

to the SW into the Pacific Ocean due to the regional NW-SE

trending Cordillera Ranges. Even the marine canyons and

channels are also influenced by this regional

morphostructural trend, commonly orienting in a NE-SW

direction, such as in Lima basin area (Bartlett, 1986).

However, in the coast of the Nazca Ridge survey area, the

Pisco River and Ica River originated from the high mountain

range are both deflected from NE-SW to nearly E-W and N-S

respectively at their piedmont area, due to the presence of

an inter-lowland saddle feature (Fig.32). Noticeably, the
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area where the rivers deflect is just opposite of the center

of the Nazca Ridge. Since the subduction of the crest of the

Nazca Ridge causes the highest uplift of the overriding

continent in- this section of coastal region, the highest

raised area resulted in the formation of an approximately

100m high saddle-like feature across the coastal plain. This

saddle-like feature functions as a water divide to deflect

the Pisco River from SW to EW direction in its northwestern

flank and the Ica River from SW to NS direction in its

southeastern flank respectively.

If the subduction of the Nazca Ridge could cause the

deflection of the rivers in the land area, it may likely

Influence the orientation of the submarine channels in the

continental slope as well. As we can see from figure 33,

although the size of the marine channels are relatively

small, their orientation and locations demonstrate the

influence of the subducting Nazca Ridge on the slope of the

Peru continental margin. Similar to the onshore area, the

continental slope area located just opposite of the crest of

the Nazca Ridge seems to be bobbed by the underside

subducted Nazca Ridge, forming a structural nose-like

feature superimposed on the SW dipping continental slope.

This structural nose-like feature functions as a water

divide to cause the channels in its southeastern flank to

drain in a nearly N-S direction.
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The approximately 100m high saddle-like feature across

the coastal plain corresponds with the crest of the

subducting Nazca Ridge, suggesting the geomorphic influence

of the subduction of the Nazca Ridge on the overriding

continental margin can reach to the coastal plain landward

at least 120km from the trench. The rapid diminishing of the

influence of the subducted Nazca Ridge on the overriding

continental margin from the trench to the coast area is

indicated by the decrease of the extent of the uplifted

region from about 1500m in the trench to 100m in the coast

plain. The landward decrease of the influence of the

subducting Nazca Ridge on the Per~ continental margin

probably attributes to the gradual balance between the less

dense Ridge crust and its adjacent denser crust as the Ridge

is subducted into the mantle.

Since the Nazca Ridge is almost perpendicular to the

trench, but oblique to the direction of the convergence of

the Nazca plate to the South America continental plate, the

Nazca Ridge would move southwards as the Nazca plate is

subducted under the overriding continent (Fig.55). with the

Nazca Ridge sweeping southward from the Pisco coast to

Lomitas-San Juan area, the pisco coast subsided and

developed as a coastal plain, in contrast, the Lomitas-San

Juan area uplifted and became a relative high coastal range.

In the Arica Bight-Iquique survey area, the Coast Range

from 17 0 to 200 S presents a tendency of sUbmerging under
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Figure 55. Simplified geometry of the convergence-plate
illustrates the relative movement of the Nazca
Ridge to the subduction of the Nazca plate under
the south America continental plate. Note if the
Nazca plate subducts at a rate of lOcm/yr beneath
the south America continent plate, the rate of
consumption of the Nazca Ridge is less than
lOcm/yr.
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the coastal plain at about 180 30' S around the Arica area

(Fig.49). In addition, the offshore and onshore drainage

systems show a semi-centripetal pattern around the Arica

area (Fig.51). The sUbmergence of the Coast Range and the

semi-centripetal drainage pattern in this section of the

margin, as well as the retreat of the coastal cliff, is

probably associated with the subsidence of the continental

margin in the Arica Bight-Iquique survey area. The location

of the sUbmerging center of the Coast Range agrees with the

subsidence center of the forearc basin and slope platform,

which are thought to be the effect of the subduction of the

trough-like Nazca plate under this section of the

continental margin. Therefore, the submergence of the

coastal Range and the formation of the semi-centripetal

drainage pattern around the Arica area was probably caused

by the subduction of the trough-like negative relief on the

Nazca plate under this section of the continental margin.

The Mechanism

In the Nazca Ridge survey area, according to Couch and

Whitsett (1981), the crust of the Nazca Ridge has a negative

density contrast with its adjacent crust, and the seismic

refraction profile across the Ridge shows a less-dense

wedge-like Ridge crust floating in the surrounding denser

crust (Fig.56). The situation of the wedge-like crust of the

Nazca Ridge floating in the surrounding denser crust is just
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like that of a huge glacier floating in an ocean. If the

glacier is plunged beneath a huge iceberg, the area in the

iceberg which the glacier attached to would be bobbed upward

due to the unbalance of the attached part of the glacier

with its adjacent area. The glacier which is less dense than

its adjacent water but denser than the iceberg is pretty

much like the subducted Nazca Ridge, and the bobbed upward

part can be compared with the uplifted Peru continental

margin. According to Rodriguez and others (1976), the degree

of the dipping angle of the Benioff zone in the Nazca Ridge

area at 160 S is 150 , but in the Arica Bight area at 19° S,

it changes to 270 • The occurrence of the shallower dipping

angle of the Benioff zone in Nazca Ridge area may be related

to the positive gravity isostasy which was caused by the

sUbducting of the less dense oceanic crust under this

section of the overriding Peru continental margin.

The free-air gravity anomaly data obtained during the

survey supports this mechanism of gravity isostatic

buoyancy. In the free-air anomaly map of the Nazca Ridge

survey area, the gravity minimum is located about 2-3 km

landward of the bathymetric axis of the trench within the

intersection of the Nazca Ridge with the trench, but is

located about 6 km landward of th~ t4~nch axis just outside

the intersection (Fig.57). This may imply a difference in

the material or geometry of the subducted plate under this

section of the trench.
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Furthermore, the land free-air gravity data also inde

pendently fits the gravity isostatic buoyancy mechanism. The

density contrast between the intrusive and metamorphic rocks

with the adjacent Cenozoic sediments, combined with 800

1500m of topographic relief of the coastal Range from

southern pisco to southern San Juan, would cause, if

uncompensated, a positive gravity anomaly over the crest of

the coastal Range. However, the gravity anomaly map shows a

zero value along the coastal Range (Fig.58). Hence, the

gravity anomaly indicates a lower density and thicker crust

under the coastal Range than under north and south areas of

the coastal Range. The occurrence of the lower and thicker

crust under the coastal Range may be associated with the

underside attached subducting Nazca Ridge.

In the Arica Bight-Iquique survey area, the crust of

the Nazca plate probably has a positive density contrast

with its adjacent crust. This assumption is based on the

free-air gravity data in this area (Fig.58). Theoretically,

an approximately 1000m of topographic relief contrast

between the NEE trending trough-like ocean floor and its

adjacent areas would cause, if uncompensated, a negative

anomaly over the trough-like ocean floor area. However, as

figure 60 shows, a positive 14-22 mgal of gravity value

occurs in the trough-like ocean floor area, which probably

indicates that a denser crust than its adjacent areas exists

under this portion of the ocean floor to compensate the
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topographic relief contrast. As this trough-like, denser

crust approaches the trench, it would be bent more severely

than its adjacent less-dense and thicker crust. This

probably explains why the Nazca plate in the Arica Bight

lquique area was much more highly faulted than the Nazca

Ridge survey area. The more faulted oceanic crust would in

turn be stretched even more as the crust is subducted under

the overriding continental margin. The more stretched

oceanic crust under the overriding continental margin then

would probably result in the subsidence of the continental

margin (Fig.59). The subsidence of the overriding

continental margin created a suitable background for the

formation of the forearc basins, but also caused the easier

failure of the continental slope in the form of slumping and

eroding.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

The SeaMARC II side-scan, bathymetry, closed-spacing

3.5 kHz and seismic reflection as w~ll as core sample data

were integrated with the coastal geological data to

determine the geomorphologic effect of the subducting Nazca

plate on the southern Peru-northern Chile continental

margin. The major geomorphic impact of the subducting Nazca

plate on the continental margin in the Nazca Ridge and Arica

Bight-Iquique survey areas is briefly summarized as follows:

1) In the Nazca Ridge survey area, the extent of trench

uplift by the sUbducting of the Nazca Ridge reaches as high

as 1500m. The morphologic feature of the inner trench wall

is affected by the fault-related basement relief of the

subducting Nazca Ridge. The effect of fault-related basement

relief of the sUbducting Ridge on the inner trench wall may

be caused by the reactivation of the basement faults in the

Nazca Ridge as the Ridge was subducted under the inner

trench wall. A wider accretionary wedge landward of the

saddle of the intersection of the Nazca Ridge with the

trench is probably associated with the offscraping of a

thicker sedimentary cover from the crest of the Nazca Ridge.

2) The southeastward inclining of the trench axis, the

tilting of the slope terraces and the uplifting coastal

marine terraces in the Nazca Ridge survey areas, all
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occurred just opposite of the southeast flank of the

subducting Nazca Ridge, favoring the hypotheses that the

subduction of the Nazca Ridge under the overriding plate

caused the uplift of the Peru continental margin. The

similarity of topographic features between the trench axis

and slope terraces as well as the edge of the Nazca Ridge

suggests that the extent of the uplifted region of the

continental margin in the Nazca Ridge survey area was mainly

controlled by the geometry of the sUbducting Na~ca Ridge.

3) The extent of uplifted region in the overriding

continental margin decreases with distance landward from the

trench. The deflection of Pisco River and Ica River on the

coastal plain, and the deflection of the submarine channels

on the slope of the Nazca Ridge survey area indicate that

the effect of the subducting Nazca Ridge on the Peru margin

could reach landward 120 km from the trench axis.

4) In the Arica Bight-lquique survey area, the deep

curved trench, the deprassed slope terraces and forearc

basin basement, the subsided upper slope platform, and

retreated coastal cliff keep correspond with the center of

the trough-like denser subducting oceanic plate. The

accordances of morphologic and topographic feature between

the subducting oceanic plate and overriding continental

margin suggests that these geomorphic features on the

overriding continental margin may have resulted from the
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subduction of the negative oceanic relief on the Nazca plate

under this section of overriding continental margin.

5) The mechanism of uplifting continental margin in the

Nazca Ridge sur~ey area is inferred as the role of gravity

isostatic buoyancy between the less-dense crust of the

subducting Nazca Ridge and its adjacent denser oceanic

crust. The free-air gravity anomalies on the continental

margi.n sust.ain the mechanism by indicating a lower density

and thicker crust under the coastal Range. In contrast, the

subsidence occurring in the Arica Bight-Iquique survey area

may be explained by the model of isostatic sinking of the

trough-like denser crust of the subducting oceanic plate.

The SeaMARC II side-scan sonar survey in the Nazca

Ridge area only covers the southern flank of the Nazca Ridge

edge and the correspondent front of Peruvian margin and

trench. If the superimposed geomorphologic and topographic

features occurring in the survey area are associated with

the subducting Nazca Ridge, the northern flank of the

intersection of the Nazca Ridge with the trench is also

expected to have the similar morphostructural features as

the survey area. A future project surveying the nl:;;rthern

flank of the Nazca Ridge edge and Peru continental margin

could acquire a whole picture of the Nazca Ridge subducting

beneath the Peruvian margin and test some of the ideas

presented here.
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